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ITEM NO.1:

FY 2007 BUDGET

(C.C. No. 06-31, 06-49,

06-91, 06-92, 06-93, and 06-95)

15
16
17

CHAIR KANE:

(Gavel.)

I'd like to call to order the

18

Council's Budget and Finance Committee meeting

19

for Thursday, April -- I believe this is the

20

20th, Members, 2006.

21

record, we have in attendance this morning the

22

Vice-Chair of the Committee, Member Hokama, as

23

well as Members Carroll, Anderson, Mateo,

24

Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares, Kane.

25

Thank you.

For the

Members, we will be continuing this
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1

mornlng as anticipated.

We will be discussing

2

with the Budget Director rates and fees.

3

will start off with that, but before we do so,

4

we will take care of the public testimony phase

5

of our meeting.

6

up to testify, so we will jump right into that.

We

We have several people signed

7

Those of you signed up to testify, we

8

are gOlng to provide you with a total of four

9

minutes.

At three minutes, we will notify you

10

of that time, and that will provide you an

11

additional minute to conclude your remarks.

12

four minutes, we will notify you of that time,

13

and we ask you that you conclude your remarks.

14

If you are In mid sentence, finish your

15

sentence.

16

Okay.

17

do continue, please keep in mind that I will, as

18

politely as possible, interrupt you and let you

19

know that your testimony time is up.

20

At

We don't want you to just stop.

And conclude your remarks there.

If you

With that, Members, we just want to make

21

sure that if anybody has a cell phone or a

22

pager, if you can turn it to the off or silent

23

mode so that we can avoid any unnecessary

24

interruptions to this meeting.

25

When you corne to the podium, as your
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1

name is called, if you can please state your

2

name for the record, and if you do represent an

3

organization, we would like to know that as

4

well.
And when you finish with your comments,

5

6

let us know you are done, and hang on for a

7

moment; there may be questions about your

8

testimony from the Members.
With that, our first person signed up to

9

10

testify is Jocelyn Bouchard.

11

followed by Carl Lindquist.

.BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

12
13

She will be

MS. BOUCHARD:

Good morning, Budget Chair Kane,

14

Council Members.

15

I am Executive Director of the Maui Humane

16

Society, and in that capacity, I

17

today on behalf of the Feline Foundation of

18

Maui.

19

I

My name is Jocelyn Bouchard.

would like to, first,

am testifying

offer my

20

apologies for coming in at the 19th, 20th hour

21

here; however, I was presented with this

22

situation just the other day, and it

23

opportunity for an organization that I feel very

24

strongly about, so I didn't want to be the one

25

to not offer that support.

lS
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1

Basically, what happened is on Tuesday,

2

I received an e-mail telling me that this group

3

had approached one or more of you requesting a

4

small grant in the coming budget, and it was

5

suggested to them that they include that

6

that amount be included in the Maui Humane

7

Society's line item, and we would administer it

8

similar to what we do with the Molokai Humane

9

Society.

or

And so I am here to tell you that the

10

Maui Humane Society lS in full support of that.

11

If -- if you choose to do that, we would be more

12

than happy to administer that.

13

I also want to tell you, in respect of

14

your time,

15

testify, but we do have two representatives from

16

the Feline Foundation here.

17

their time off work, and they would be happy to

18

come up, if you wanted, or wanted to ask them

19

questions, and they have submitted some written

20

testimony to you today.

21

I am the only one that signed up to

They have taken

Basically, the Feline Foundation is set

22

up with the sole focus for the cat population of

23

Maui, and they do a lot of work in particular

24

with the feral population.

25

somewhat of a controversial topic, but I do need

I know this is
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1

to tell you that myself personally, my agency,

2

and all of the national agencies that deal with

3

animal welfare in this nation and across the

4

world recognize the importance of these types of

5

program in controlling the feline population.

6

And the feline population, for the Maui Humane

7

Society, they represent 58 percent of the total

8

intake of animals at the Humane Society.

9

is not unique to Maui.

That

That's across the

10

nation.

11

population in particular contributes to that.

12

Felines are by far and -- and the feral

You should know that we are very close

13

to zero euthanasia with dogs.

It's five years

14

out at the rate we are going.

I know, how

15

amazing is that?

16

very excited about that.

17

couldn't even put a date on cats.

18

part of that is because of the feral population,

19

again.

20

That's so fabulous.

We are

Unfortunately,

I

And a big

You should also know that it lS the

21

number one call we receive from both visitors

22

and residents alike is about cats and

23

particularly feral cat problems.

24

number two thing that our animal control

25

officers respond to out in the field is

It is the
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1

cat-related issues, picking up cats in traps,

2

that sort of thing.
So obviously, their programs, which are

3
4

proven to reduce and/or at least stabilize the

5

cat population are significant both to our

6

workload and our mission, and that's why I am

7

here in support of their agency today.

8

MS. REVELS:

9

MS. BOUCHARD:

Three minutes.
And I am actually gOlng to wrap it up

10

right here.

11

this opportunity to come at this late date and

12

still offer testimony.

13

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Ms. Bouchard.

Hearing none, thank you very much.

17

MS. BOUCHARD:

18

CHAIR KANE:

20

Thank you very much.

testifier?

16

19

I want to thank you for even

Members, any questions for our

14
15

Again,

Thank you.
Carl Lindquist, to be followed by Paul

Janes-Brown.
MR. LINDQUIST:

Good morning, Council Members.

In the overall scheme of things,

21
22

considering the budget,

I am here to testify In

23

favor of two kind of manini items,

24

very important to Hana, and that's why I drove

25

out.

I think, but
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There are two requests for eIP money for

1

2

design for air-conditioning system for Helene

3

Hall, our community hall, and a sprinkler system

4

for the old school building, and both of those,

5

I think, deserve your close consideration.

6

Looking at Helene Hall,

I think it's

7

Wlse for you to remember that Helene Hall is our

8

only public facility in Hana.

9

movie theater.

10

MACC.

11

place.

12

We don't have a

We don't have anything like

We have Helene Hall.

That's really our

And it gets used a lot.
But it's also very hot in the summer.

13

It can't be darkened.

14

the evening,

15

fortunate to have visiting artists come out

16

through the auspices of MACC and others, the

17

Symphony Society and others, that perform for us

18

in Hana, but it's really second rate because

19

the -- the roadway runs right by the building,

20

and those of you that were out for the budget

21

hearing in Hana know what it sounds like when a

22

motorcycle goes by or someone with a boom box.

23

If we have something In

it can't be darkened.

We are

So the air-conditioning of the building

24

would bring it up to a par that would -- would

25

allow its use in all kinds of conditions, for
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1

when we have mOVles or anything else that need

2

to be shown.
As far as the sprinkler system for the

3
4

old school building, please keep in mind, there

5

are two aspects to that.

6

school building houses all of our important

7

community offices, including the Maui Arts

8

and -- the Maui Community College building, the

9

Parks Department, our public health nurse, the

One, that the old

10

Boy Scouts, the youth center, literally,

11

everybody is located in the old school building.

12

And if there were a fire there that was to cause

13

very much damage, it would really be disastrous

14

for us.

15

Second part of that is that its historic

16

value as the old school building.

When you look

17

at Hana, you see that we don't really have very

18

many old buildings because when sugar closed

19

down, everybody left, and all of the stores --

20

there were 28 businesses operating in Hana at

21

that time and a lot of them in storefronts along

22

the roadway, but they are all gone, literally.

23

And we don't have that many historic structures

24

that we can look at and say, you know, that's

25

part of old Hana.

That's something that should
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1

be taken care of.

2

also fills that role.
So I hope you will consider both of

3
4
5

those items.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Lindquist.

testifier?
Ms. Anderson.

8
9

Thank you.

Members, any questions for our

6

7

And the old school building

MR. LINDQUIST:

Thank you.

10

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

11

MR. LINDQUIST:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

Yes, Michelle.
You said that these items

were a CIP in the budget already?

14

MR. LINDQUIST:

15

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

16

MR. LINDQUIST:

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

18

Carl, excuse me.

There's a request from

Yes.

Oh, there is a request?

Yes.
I see.

Okay.

Thank you.

We haven't seen it yet.

19

MR. LINDQUIST:

20

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Any other questions for our testifier?

21

Hearing none, Mr. Lindquist, thank you.

22

Paul Janes-Brown, followed by Richard

23

Ellis.

24

MR. JANES-BROWN:

25

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

morning, Members.

Good

My name is Paul Janes-Brown.
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am the Managing Director of Maui Academy of

1

I

2

Performing Arts.

3

ever been before you, and I

This is the first time I have
am a little nervous.

Maui Academy of Performing Arts humbly

4
5

requests an appropriation of $500,000 to

6

partially fund its effort to provide adequate

7

educational and performance space for the

8

growing number of Maui youth participating In

9

MAPA programs and performances.

We had

10

requested to be included in the Mayor's budget,

11

but the Mayor did not include us and has not,

12

unfortunately, told us why.

13

meeting with him at the beginning of May, and we

14

hope to have then an opportunity to understand

15

what his thinking was in not including us in the

16

budget.

17

We do have a

However, parenthetically, I did have a

18

conversation with the Director of Economic

19

Development yesterday at the Wailuku Community

20

Association meeting, and she informed me that

21

had we submitted our request to her office

22

instead of the Mayor, that she would have

23

included it in the budget.

24

When MAPA purchased the former National

25

Dollar store on Main Street in Wailuku in 1999,
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1

there were approximately 135 youth in its

2

programs.

3

adults annually, with more than 90 classes per

4

week during the school year, and six weeks of

5

classes every day when school lets out for

6

summer break.

Today, MAPA serves 850 youth and

More than 17,000 people have attended

7

8

MAPA performances in the past year.

That's more

9

than 10 percent of Maui's population.

MAPA has

10

served more than 4,000 elementary school

11

children In ten Maui schools with its Voices

12

program, an eight-week illiteracy skill-building

13

program set to the State standards utilizing

14

drama to enhance reading comprehension and

15

verbal skills.

16

PTSA's and grants.

17

the Department of Education.

This program is paid entirely by
MAPA receives no money from

More than 5,000 young people have

18
19

participated in CanDo! Days in conjunction with

20

the Maui Arts and Cultural Center.

21

for the drama teachers who work in the CanDo!

22

Days.

23

MAPA pays

This appropriation would be 6.6 percent

24

of the entire project budget of $7.5 million.

25

That means that for every County dollar, MAPA
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1

would ralse $14.

Given the potential economic

2

impact of this project, this is a great

3

investment.
This project is eligible for CDBG

4

5

funding,

and MAPA intends to seek CDBG funds for

6

the completion of planning and design.

7

a one-time capital request.

8

requested capital funding in six years and does

9

not anticipate returning to the Council for at

10

least another five years.

11

old then.

12

I

This lS

MAPA has not

I

will be 63 years

would like to read to you a letter

13

that we received from a parent about our

14

program, that sort of sums up her feeling about

15

this -- about our organization.

16

MS. REVELS:

17

MR. JANES-BROWN:

Thank--

Three minutes.
"Thank you very much for awarding

18

our daughter a scholarship toward her spring

19

2006 dance tuition.

20

significant part of her life since her early

21

childhood when she first started at MAPA, at age

22

four.

23

as we have witnessed through the past ten years

24

In her personal growth as well as her academic

25

performance and school involvement.

Dance has been a

Dance has enriched her life tremendously
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1

continued to excel as a 4.0 honor student at

2

King Kekaulike High School while serving as her

3

freshman class president in addition to

4

maintaining her rigorous schedule in dance at

5

MAPA.

6

thankful for individuals like Mr. and Mrs. Ed

7

Flavel for their kindness and generosity.

8

Please also know that besides being involved in

9

any fundraising activities for MAPA,

Most importantly, we are also very

I will

10

continue to serve as a strong advocate for MAPA

11

in any way I can as a Member of Mayor Arakawa's

12

cabinet, knowing firsthand personally through my

13

daughter's experience with MAPA provides me with

14

a unlque understanding of the benefits of your

15

program.

16

sincerely, Agnes Hayashi."

Again, thank you very much and

17

MS. REVELS:

18

MR. JANES-BROWN:

19
20

Thank you very much for your

attention and for your forbearance.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Members, any questions for our testifier

21
22

Four minutes.

this morning?
Seeing none, thank you very much.

23
24

MR. JANES-BROWN:

25

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Next to testify lS Richard Ellis.
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2

16

will be followed by Glenn Shepherd.
MR. ELLIS:

Distinguished Council Members, Members of

3

the staff, ladies and gentlemen,

4

Ellis.

5

I am Richard

At my closing remark yesterday, we had

6

established a real property tax rate, and there

7

was a statement that if this tax rate were

8

applied to all the properties throughout Maui

9

County, the rate would be an equitable tax rate.

10

If the assessment value or tax rate is adjusted

11

for an individual class of property owner, then

12

the tax rate is not equitable for all owners.

13

I witnessed this happening last year

14

when I was here.

15

for timeshare owners by incorrectly associating

16

timeshares with hotels and some bad information,

17

as I previously discussed with you.

18

rate was approved for landlords for exercising

19

one of their rights including in the bundle of

20

rights, and that right is the right to rent

21

property or lease property_

22

A different rate was approved

A different

And finally, to the majority of the

23

homeowners that were given a 200,000 assessment

24

adjustment instead of a lower tax.

25

created about 200 effective tax rates that

This action
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1

totally destroyed the $3.50 rate established by

2

the Council.

3

treatment.

This is not equitable tax

4

You have a handout put on your desk this

5

mornlng that I would like for you to take a look

6

at, and I will explain what happened here.

7

got a little Number 7.

8

Exemption of 200,000.

9

at the bottom and go to the very last item,

It's

It's called Home Tax
If you look at the table

10

$400,000 assessed value, when you give them a

11

$200,000 adjustment, that's a 50 percent

12

reduction in that assessed value of that

13

property, and therefore it changes the $3.50

14

rate to a $1.75 effective tax rate.

15

And as you move up the line, you will

16

see that progressively moving upward, the tax

17

rate equivalent increases as the value of the

18

property goes up.

19

decimal points, you've got approximately 200

20

different tax rates.

21

beyond to two point or three decimal points, you

22

would have literally thousands.

So within this, at two

If you carried that out

23

Excuse me.

24

Let me review with you a comparison of

25

timeshares, hotels, and Maui residential
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1

homeowners.

2

page five of the handout in the blue, and you

3

will also find a copy of this on your desk.

4

MS. REVELS:

5

MR. ELLIS:

You will find this comparlson on

Three minutes.
I would like to read to you some items of

6

a comparison I made, and -- and it's with hotels

7

and also private residences.

8

indicates that we are involved in that.

9

yes.

The X in the box

Personal financial investment.

10

It is a

We have

11

a -- timeshare owners have a personal financial

12

investment.

13

property.

14

rights.

15

Timeshare owners pay payments of insurance,

16

responsible for maintenance of buildings and the

17

grounds.

18

cleaning and repairs.

19

utilities, such as electricity, water, sewer,

20

garbage, cable, and telephone.

21

Timeshare owners have a deed to the
Timeshare owners have a bundle of

Timeshare owners pay property taxes.

Timeshare owners are responsible for
Timeshare owners pay

Special services, porters, concierge,

22

spas, restaurants, gift shops, and so forth, we

23

have nothing like that.

24
25

Hotel guests do have.

Full kitchen, we have a full kitchen.
And we have -- are owner managed.

You--
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MS. REVELS:

2

MR. ELLIS:

3

CHAIR KANE:

19
Four minutes.
Thank you.
Members, any questions for Mr. Ellis?

4

Hearing none, Mr. Ellis, thank you very

5

much.

6

MR. ELLIS:

7

CHAIR KANE:

When may I come back again?
You are going to be Monday,

I believe

8

Monday mornlng, you can -- we have our Council

9

agenda tomorrow, so we are not going to have

10

budget meetings tomorrow.

11

MR. ELLIS:

Thank you very much.

12

CHAIR KANE:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

CHAIR KANE:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Slr.

Ms. Tavares.
Is Monday morning the 10:30?

Yes, it is.

17

18

Chair.

Mr. Ellis, our meeting is going to start
at 10:30 on Monday morning.

19

MR. ELLIS:

20

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you,
Okay.

sir.

Thank you.

21

Thank you, Ms. Tavares.

22

Next to testify is Glenn Shepherd.

23
24
25

He

will be followed by David Johnston.
MR. SHEPHERD:

Good morning, Council People.

you for your hard work, too.
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Back in the late '60s, the State

1

2

Legislators very wisely said that we have to do

3

something about our agricultural lands.

4

losing them.

5

pay much attention to that here on this island.

6

We say, go ahead, guys, pave it over.

7

the subdivisions.

8

lands you have got.

The beat still goes on.

We are
We don't

Put in

Do it -- use the best soil

Well, they came out with two studies,

9

10

voluminous studies, which this Council and the

11

Planning Department and the Mayor and everybody

12

should pay more attention to.

13

been a student of the demise of societies, it

14

has an agricultural background.

15

doing here is we are losing our agricultural

16

lands, doing the things that we just shouldn't

17

do.

If you have ever

And what we are

NOw, does that mean I would say you

18
19

never use good agricultural lands?

20

okay.

21

sewage treatment plant away from the tsunami

22

zone and put it out In Puunene where they can

23

use the R-1 waters.

24
25

Sure.

It's

For example, if you are going to put the

Damn good idea.

Do it.

But there are plenty of lands left which
you can go to which do not have Class A
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1

agricultural soils.

And it takes a long time to

2

develop those soils.

3

Haleakala, the latest flows,

4

to develop the soils which they are growing

5

sugar on.

For example, off of
it took 300 years

So I appeal to you, think about the

6

7

future.

8

after us, that they are going -- going to be

9

saddled with a loss of Class A agricultural

Think about the children that corne

10

lands which can provide the way of life that can

11

be beneficial to everybody here, and for the

12

hereafter.

13

will be sorry it ever happened,

14

down in history as the guys that sold us down

15

the rlver.

18
19

You

and you will go

Excuse me.

Any questions?

16
17

Save those agricultural lands.

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Mr. Shepherd,

if you can

state your name for the record, Slr.
MR. SHEPHERD:

Yes, my name is Glenn Shepherd.

And

20

you can call me any time.

21

show you these tomes that the State put out at

22

great effort for years to corne up with.

23

19nore them.

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

MR. SHEPHERD:

I will be glad to

Thank you.
Thank you.
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CHAIR KANE:

22
Any questions for Mr. Shepherd?

2

Thank you very much for your testimony.

3

David Johnston, to be followed by Chris

4
5
6

Hart.
MR. JANES-BROWN (From the Audience):
Chris hasn't arrived yet.

7

CHAIR KANE:

8

MR. JANES-BROWN (From the Audience):

9

10

Mr. Chairman,

Thank you.
Could we have

Ms. Banen go?
CHAIR KANE:

We will go In the order that's been

11

yeah, and we have Tonia Banen, following

12

Mr. David Johnston.

13

MR. JOHNSTON:

Thank you.

My name is David Johnston.

14

I am the Executive Artistic Director of the Maui

15

Academy of Performing Arts.

16

support the request for the $500,000 for the

17

development of our building in Wailuku.

18

I am here to

It has been said in conversations that

19

the building we are requesting support to

20

develop is only the shell.

21

what lS most important.

22

more with that.

23

participant's reaction to this, that illustrates

24

the point.

25

The programs are

And I couldn't agree

I would like to share a

"To whom it may concern:

Aloha, my name
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1

is April Miller.

My sons, Tristan and Steele,

2

were both part of this year's drama camp held In

3

Wailuku at MAPA.

4

that I write not only to thank you but to let

5

you know the kind of impact that it has had on

6

our entire family.

7

through a tremendous amount of turmoil over the

8

last several years.

9

to you to see them overcome obstacles and turn

I thought it was imperative

My sons and I have been

It is a credit to them and

10

lemons into lemonade.

Words fail to express how

11

much this summer drama program has helped them

12

deal with issues of low self-esteem and feelings

13

of inadequacy and inspired them to pursue

14

further extracurricular and educational goals.

15

Observing my sons take an incredible opportunity

16

and mature into better people has inspired me to

17

do the same.

18

enrolled in college for the fall semester at

19

Maui Community College to pursue an educational

20

dream I have had for many years.

21

following their example and watching them

22

develop and blossom under your tutelage that I

23

have been able to find the courage and

24

inspiration to follow my heart's desire as well.

25

MAPA, you really do make a difference in our

I am happy to report that I have

It is by
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1

community and in people's lives.

2

continue to provide this incredible service to

3

financially challenged youths on our island.

4

You have impacted this family in a very powerful

5

way, and we hope we have the opportunity to

6

share what we have learned from you and pay it

7

forward 1n the near future."
We are asking you, the Council and the

8
9

Please

community of Maui, to support a space that will

10

ensure the availability of these programs,

11

producing positive change in people's lives.

12

Together, we will be investing in a partnership

13

of possibilities for our community.

14

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Johnston.
Members, any questions for our

15
16

Thank you.

testifier?

17

Seeing none, thank you very much.

18

Next person to testify is Tonia Banen.

19
20

She will be followed by Scott Nunokawa.
MS. BANEN:

Thank you.

21

Obviously.

22

record.

23

Can you hear me?

Yes.

My name is Tonia Banen, for the

I've never been here before, so this 1S

24

a new experience.

I was on the Maui Arts &

25

Cultural Center Executive Committee for 15
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1

years.

2

money, as you know, millions.

3

that time, the people who assisted us in raising

4

that money were the Maui Academy of Performing

5

Arts.

6

the different resorts saying here is what we are

7

going to have at the -- at the Center.

8

the buildings were built, they were too

9

expensive.

10

And during that time, we raised a lot of
And also during

Many times, we took the children out to

And when

So did this little group, the Maui

11

Academy, go away?

Did they fold up?

12

They went to Wailuku and went into that National

13

Dollar store,

14

order to purchase a building, and continued

15

these programs which are -- to me,

16

best-kept secret of Maui.

17

business this little group has been,

18

teaching children.

19

gone on to Hollywood.

20

enormous prestige by having this little, tiny,

21

little non-profit continuing to grind out these

22

beautiful programs for children.

23

We have actually

fixed it up,

No.

No.

raised $3 million In

is the

Thirty-two years In
32 years of

Some of our children have
Some of them have gained

you know, what is

24

another amazing thing to me because I

have been

25

involved in a lot of non-profits, and I
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1

the Board of -- of this group now, and this

2

group has

3

of its income.

4

its income itself.

5

group.

6

from the State.

7

doesn't come out asking for money a whole lot,

8

but it is a very worthy place to put your

9

investment.

I mean, actually makes 66 percent
It provides for 66 percent of
So it's a very, very healthy

It only takes 4 percent of its income
And that's not very much.

First of all, scholarships.

10

It

There's no

11

child ever gets left behind in this one.

12

have a child that wants to come, there's money

13

there for that child to come and -- and really

14

participate.
Prevention?

15

You

Getting kids off the

16

street?

What a great way to do it.

A lot of

17

these kids are served from Kahului and from the

18

surrounding area.

19

those kids who do not play, you know, all the

20

sports and -- and are involved in other things.

21

It is a very -- it's a very wonderful place for

22

these kids to spend their after-school hours,

23

which are dangerous to our children, and we know

24

that we are not -- this is not going go away.

25

We are going to have problems in the future, but

This is a wonderful way for
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this lS a really good place to put this money.
You know, wouldn't it be wonderful to go

2

3

down Main Street and see a theater marquee.

4

would vitalize, revitalize the Main Street area.

5

It would revitalize Wailuku.

6

lS

7

This is where we go to see plays.

8

we go with our government.

9

is really our Old Town.

10

Old Town.

It would say this

This is where we go to have meals.
This lS where
this

This is the

This is Wailuku.

We

have --

11

MS. REVELS:

Three minutes.

12

MS. BANEN:

-- to do something with that.

13

It

you.

Thank

Thank you.
So let me just make sure I have told you

14
15

everything.

16

of this.

I think that Paul has covered a lot

You know, we are looking at 4,000

17
18

elementary school children.

We are looking

19

at -- we go into the schools and we take over

20

the arts curriculum.

21

the Executive Director of the Hui Noeau,

22

that what happens when children take arts, they

23

actually participate in their school a lot

24

better.

25

information.

And have -- having been

They learn a lot faster.

I know

They retain

And they feel comfortable about
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1

who they are and what they can achieve because

2

they have achieved it through the arts.

3

know now they can achieve it in life, and in the

4

curriculum.

They

Those are very important things.

I really believe this $500,000, you

5

6

know, will help our schools and will help this

7

area in Wailuku.

8

MS. REVELS:

9

MS. BANEN:

And

Four minutes.
Okay.

Thank you.

I -- I really

10

appreciate, and I -- I hope you really consider

11

the full $500,000.

12

CHAIR KANE:

Thanks.

Thank you, Ms. Banen.

13

Members, any questions for Ms. Banen?

14

Hearing none, thank you very much for

15

your testimony.
Scott Nunokawa.

16
17
18

He will be followed by

Ian Chan Hodges.
MR. NUNOKAWA:

Good morning, Committee Chair Kane,

19

Members of Council.

My name is Scott Nunokawa.

20

I am here today to speak in support of the Ka

21

Ipu Kukui Fellowship program.

22

actually to speak last -- at last week's Wailuku

23

public hearing, but I had my son with me, and it

24

looked like we weren't going get out of here on

25

a timely basis for a school night,

I had intended

so I figured
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1

I'd circle back just to -- Buck Buchanan did

2

speak on this subject, and I

3

of follow up on a couple of points.

4

passed out a handout from our group as well as

5

we have submitted something to the -- the Budget

6

Chair.

7

just want to kind
I know he

But I did want to touch on this program

8

just a little bit.

It

9

leadership program targeted at younger and not

lS - -

this program is a

10

quite as younger adults.

11

in that it's not agenda based as many leadership

12

programs are.

13

program, it is not a government, per se, program

14

or a -- a labor leadership program.

15

it's a community-based leadership program.

16

It is a unique program

It is not a business leadership

It is

It's based -- its roots are in Decisions

17

Maui, which most of you folks are aware was a

18

community-based process that was a preamble to

19

the last General Plan update, and many of the

20

findings, many of its core values, are basically

21

the preamble to the General Plan.

22

A funny thing happened ten years later.

23

Focus Maui Nui did their work, and they came out

24

with very, very, very similar findings in terms

25

of what Maui County citizens cared about, or, as
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1

Focus Maui Nui -- I mean as Decision Maui posed

2

it, what the good Maui citizen cares about.
This program, the Ka Ipu Kukui

3

4

Fellowship program, proposes to teach skills

5

that will help these young -- young leaders to

6

be good leaders grounded in core values, and

7

that's the idea behind the program.

8

we ask our young leaders to learn things on how

9

to be a good leader the hard way, or in a lot of

10

Too often,

cases, worse yet, not at all.
So I would hope that Council can find --

11

12

find a way to support this program, and I thank

13

you folks.

14

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Nunokawa.

15

Members, questions for Mr. Nunokawa?

16

Ms. Anderson.

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Scott, how will you solicit

18
19

Thank you.

participation?

20

MR. NUNOKAWA:

Actually, that's a good question

21

because,

22

you know,

23

come kind of a thing.

24

particularly important as far as, you know,

25

on a personal basis, to me, to make sure that

for me, it's not adequate just to hope,
sort of if you build it, they will
And because it's
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1

you have a microcosm of your entire community.

2

This is not -- you are not aiming at -- I think

3

the requirement is really to make sure that you

4

are -- the -- there is a recruitment effort that

5

goes on, and the recruitment is to identify the

6

different stakeholders in your community and be

7

ever vigilant in finding candidates and going

8

out and recruiting those candidates versus just

9

hoping that they are going to show up and sign

10

up for your program.
So the intent, part of this program lS a

11
12

recruiting effort.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

you would recruit?

15

schools?

Are you going to

16

MR. NUNOKAWA:

Well, the -- the

But you haven't decided how
Are you gOlng to go to

there's no fixed

17

age group.

18

of modeled towards 25 to 45, and the idea behind

19

it would be to go to community groups, to go to

20

business groups, to go to -- I don't like to

21

I don't like to label things, but you know,

22

different segments of the community because,

23

quite frankly, this is a community-based

24

process.

25

The age group really is -- is sort

just

And so it's not -- I think there's a lot
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a~ong

1

of informal things that go on

2

know.

3

knows Michelle, and says hey, Michelle,

4

that you have somebody, you know, that you are

5

in contact with that exhibits a lot of good

6

young leadership profiles.

7

you know, they would be interested in signing up

8

for our program?

9

know,

I,

you know, so -- one of the Members

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

11

CHAIR KANE:

Do you think that,

Could you introduce us?

You

I see.

Okay.

Thank you.

Any further questions, Members?
Hearing none, thank you very much.

12
13

MR. NUNOKAWA:

14

CHAIR KANE:

16

I heard

something of that nature.

10

15

also, you

Thank you.
Ian Chan Hodges will be followed by John

Duey.
MR. CHAN HODGES:

Good morning, Chair Kane and

17

Council Members.

My name is Ian Chan Hodges.

18

am appearing before you as a Board Member of the

19

American Ingenuity Alliance.

20

before you on Tuesday, and I wanted just to

21

point out that I didn't have the proper copies

22

on Tuesday of my testimony, and you do have

23

another copy in front of you, which looks like

24

this, and you also have an official copy that

25

was received I believe on Tuesday afternoon.

I also appeared
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1

But this is a copy that I asked the staff to be

2

able to give to you so you will be able to look

3

at it while I am testifying.

4

apologize for any inconvenience I caused the

5

staff with that request.

And I -- I

The other thing I would like to just

6
7

quickly apologize for is the late date that I am

8

coming to you here.

9

have been spending effort both at the State

A lot of the efforts

- we

10

level and at the national level working on this,

11

and now we are coming back home to Maui, where

12

the American Ingenuity Alliance is actually

13

based.
What I would like to start on is gOlng

14
15

off on what David Johnston and some of the other

16

folks from the creative arts community were

17

saying.

18

reading two testimonies from other folks.

19

first is from -- I will read just excerpts from

20

this because I only have a few minutes -- from

21

John Connolly, who is the National President of

22

American Federation of Radio and Television

23

Artists, which is the national union for

24

television actors, musicians, disk jockeys, and

25

also broadcast journalists, in support of this

I would like to actually start by
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1

effort of creating the American Ingenuity

2

Alliance and the Ingenuity Corporation.
He says, and I will just skip to sort of

3
4

the end of his -- his support for this,

"How

5

important it is, therefore, that we nurture a

6

hothouse of entrepreneurial innovation like the

7

proposed Ingenuity Corporation in order to

8

provide new ideas and technologies for the

9

economy of tomorrow.

This seems to me to be an

10

important opportunity and advanced interest of

11

the workers of Hawaii and the nation by

12

providing a source of new ideas, career paths,

13

and retraining funds so that our people don't

14

get left behind by the inexorable, heartless

15

grind of corporate globalization.
"With the passage into law of HB 3261,

16

17

Hawaii will lead the nation in this exciting new

18

form of protection for the rights of inventors

19

and scientists, making Hawaii a very attractive

20

home for innovation development.
"And I recently visited your State to

21

22

take part in a meeting concerning the issues

23

embodied in this bill.

24

the honor of working with your House Majority

25

Leader, Marcus Oshiro, AFL -- national AFL-CIO

At that gathering, I had
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1

Secretary-Treasurer Rich Trumka, Communication

2

Workers of America Vice President Bill Borman,

3

Ian Chan Hodges, prominent vendors, as well as

4

ILWU International Vice President Wes Furtado

5

and Guy Fujimura, Local 142.

6

support for the ideas now codified in this bill,

7

and I am sure we will all be pleased as it moves

8

forward in the legislative process."

We also express

And again, as you will see, the -- the

9

10

bill actually creates a new type of corporate

11

entity, which the Maui-based American Ingenuity

12

Alliance is the managing partner of, which is a

13

non-profit.
The -- I had the opportunity and the

14

15

privilege of actually appearing before the

16

AFL -- excuse me -- the ILWU Maui district

17

meeting last night and presenting this to them

18

and got a good response.

19

actually read testimony -- excuse me.

20

MS. REVELS:

21

MR. CHAN HODGES:

And I would like to

Three minutes.
-- quick testimony from the Unit

22

Chairman from the Maui Prince Hotel, and he

23

basically asked for support for the American

24

Ingenuity Alliance, and I will read his

25

conclusion since I only have a minute left.
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"In conclusion,

1

I would like to

2

recommend" -- this is Steve West, Unit Chairman

3

from the Maui Prince Hotel, and he is speaking

4

as an individual, but also on behalf of his

5

membership.
"In conclusion,

6

I would like to

7

recommend that the more than $300,000 increase

8

in funding requested by the Administration for

9

the Maui Visitors Bureau be invested in the

10

American Ingenuity Alliance instead.

Such an

11

investment in the American Ingenuity Alliance

12

will return greater benefits to the worker and

13

the family on Maui, including those working in

14

the visitor industry, than an increase in the

15

funding for MVB."
And the final thing I will say, which

16
17

was a -- I think

18

again, one-third of all the revenues generated

19

by this entity nationally get invested back

20

In -- basically back in public education in

21

Hawaii.

22

initially, are automotive -- and I mentioned

23

before, Dennis Ishii's program will actually be

24

helping this

25

MS. REVELS:

lS

an important point,

And the three areas of emphasis are,

Four minutes.
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MR. CHAN HODGES:

And the other ones are creative

2

arts, and also medical field.

3

much for the opportunity to testify.

4

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chan Hodges.

5

Members, any questions?

6

Ms. Anderson.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you.

I appreciate you bringing this forward,

8
9

So thank you very

Ian.

Could you, maybe, explain how -- how would

10

this program possibly -- well, let's put it this

11

way.

12

more nurse instructors at MCC, and if it can,

13

how?

14

Could this program help fund the need for

MR. CHAN HODGES:

Well, initially -- well, the answer

15

to that is yes.

16

that we are asking for is basically augmentation

17

funds, because both with the automotive program

18

and with the nursing program, part of the

19

problem

20

already get paid more in the private sector.

21

lS -

lS

Initially, part of the funding

bringing instructors back who

And with the automotive program, Dennis

22

Ishii is concerned that when he retires, there

23

isn't going to be another program, and he has

24

people in mind who can replace him.

25

would have to come In as instructors, not full

But they
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1

teachers.

2

teaching them, they are getting paid much more

3

than an instructor would get paid.

4

And because he does such a good job

And basically, what this -- what these

5

funds would provide initially would be to -- to

6

be able to provide an augmentation fund working

7

with UHPA, if it was MCC, or HSTA, to actually

8

be able to have people who are helping work on

9

the technology lssues bring that into the

10

classroom, and at the same time be able to

11

augment what their pay is so they can actually

12

come back and teach and not have to -- and still

13

be able to pay their mortgage, etc.

14

And I think the -- if I can kind of

15

expand on that, that -- that's the first step,

16

and that -- that step would actually come

17

from -- from Council funds.

18

The second stage is all the revenues

19

actually produced by these different things that

20

we are working on.

21

letter I -- for example, I

22

I only read part of it, and I have copies for

23

all of you if you want to see it, but the letter

24

I read to you from the President of the -

25

AFTRA, and he is working on a lot of issues

And I can say that the
just read to you, and
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1

nationally of, you know, people who David

2

Johnston teaches and are taught at Baldwin and

3

all these different programs we have on Maui,

4

that go on to industry.

5

all these different issues.

6

the stuff we are doing in Maui and Hawaii can

7

actually help things industry-wise, but at the

8

same time, the way this works is because we are

9

actually doing it in Hawaii, one-third of all

10

the revenue we generate nationally on working

11

out these deals comes back to Hawaii, goes into

12

a fund that's basically administered jointly by

13

HSTA and UHPA.

14

quickly, with very little bureaucratic, kind of,

15

red tape, they can say, okay, this money can go

16

here.

17

know, here is $100,000.

18

in the nursing program; here is the money for

19

that.

20

They are working with
And he thinks that

And they can decide very

You know, Dennis Ishii needs money; you
We need money over here

And if I can really quick add a little

21

bit, because you mentioned the medical industry,

22

is that there's a lot of interest in the

23

California medical industry, California Medical

24

Association, which is the association of all the

25

doctors in California,

is very interested, and
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1

it does help that Jack Lewin, who used to be in

2

Hawaii and ran for Governor here, is actually

3

the head of that.

4

unions are also very interested in it.

5

are also working with people like the gentleman

6

who invented the MRI and other people who have

7

invented medical devices.

8

when these devices are actually licensed through

9

this process, one-third of the revenues actually

10

And the national health care
And we

And basically when --

come back to Hawaii.

11

And so we would actually be able to

12

see -- you know, going back to that term of

13

that is being used a lot in the Legislature and

14

I think I have heard it from some of the Council

15

Members of investing, you know, the surplus or

16

investing our funds.

17

investment that I can pretty safely say lS gOlng

18

to return quite a bit more than what is

19

invested, and -- and actually over the long

20

term.

21

years, and basically royalty agreements are

22

usually seven to ten years, and money just keeps

23

comlng in, so ...

This is actually an

Because patent -- patents last for 20

24

CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Anderson.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

Good morning, Mr. Chan Hodges.

4

Just

5

very briefly, have you presented this

6

proposal -- I assume you have -- to HSTA, UHPA,

7

and any labor unions, and have you gotten a

8

written response from them as well that you

9

could present to the Committee?

10

MR. CHAN HODGES:

Sure.

I have

it has support --

11

most -- again, I said most of the effort so far

12

has been on the national and State level, and I

13

have been talking locally.

14

met with ILWU last night, the Maui division.

15

And the HSTA supported it Statewide.

16

State -- Hawaii State Fed has supported it.

17

I have all those documents supporting it.

18

of course also we have national labor unions

19

supporting it.

Like I mentioned, I

The
So
And

And I think the HSTA, you know, normally

20

Eric normally doesn't appear before

21

doesn't

22

you, he is the local guy here, but they are

23

considering it.

24

enough where they can actually come out and

25

appear before the Council.

They think it's important

They normally don't
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1

do that on a day-to-day basis, but they like the

2

fact that there's funds available for the

3

teachers that -- nothing against the DOE, but

4

that doesn't have to go through the DOE.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

6

CHAIR KANE:

Hearing none, Mr. Hodges, thank you.

8

MR. CHAN HODGES:

9

CHAIR KANE:

11

Thank you.

Any further questions, Members?

7

10

Okay.

Thank you very much.

John Duey, to be followed by Kapua

Sproat.
MR. DUEY:

Good morning, Chair, Budget Chair Kane,

12

and the other Council Members, Members of the

13

audience.

14

and land owner and taxpayer,

15

Valley.

16

is my third time here about the same thing,

17

water.

18

the CIP line item $200,000, the $200,000 for the

19

appraisals for the -- either the watershed or

20

the intakes, ditch system, whatever -- whatever

21

is required to acquire the intake system, and

22

also the $7 million which

23

Obligation bond item, not to come out of our

24

pockets all at one time.

25

paid for, but not all at one crack, as we know.

Excuse me.

My name

lS

John V. Duey,

live in the lao

You probably know why I am here.

This

And I am still support -- in support of

lS

a General

It will have to be
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This purchasing of the intakes delivery

2

system or -- and/or the watershed, however it

3

shakes out, would help to restore the stream

4

flow in the Na Wai Eha streams, which lS very

5

important, and -- and can also help with DWS's

6

water problem.

7

I know you are tired of hearing me say

8

this, but I did -- I am just in the receipt of

9

something recently that DWS sent a letter to the

'OS, and one of the line items

10

CWRM in July 8th,

11

was Central Maui rural water storage, Waihee,

12

design and land.

13

You heard the word storage.

This is a

14

thing I have mentioned a couple of times before.

15

Storage lS our only solution over the long term.

16

I see a couple of you smiling, but I know you

17

have heard this before.

18

storage is our only answer to the water problem

19

on Maui as far as drinking water or ag water,

20

whatever -- however.

21

But over the long term,

I know there's one Councilmember that's

22

not in favor of this $7 million purchase.

23

this point,

24

person's mind before the budget is voted on.

25

At

I hope this person changes this

Anyway,

I am here in favor of it.
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1

I know you are tired of seeing me, but I may be

2

back again.

3

to the people of Maui, not just to me.

4

sorry.

5

CHAIR KANE:

It's an important issue to me and
I am

Thank you, Mr. Duey.

6

Members, any questions for Mr. Duey?

7

Hearing none, thank you very much for

8

your testimony.
Kapua Sproat to be followed by Torn

9

10
11

Blackburn-Rodriguez.
MS. SPROAT:

Good morning, Chair Kane, Members of the

12

Council.

13

I am an attorney with Earthjustice, and I am

14

here today to speak in support of Budget Item

15

BF-l, the proposed budget for this County for

16

the Fiscal Year 2007.

17

For the record,

I am Kapua Sproat, and

As you all know, Earthjustice and our

18

clients, including Hui 0 Na Wai Eha, are in

19

strong support of the proposal for direct

20

appropriation and an authorization of General

21

Obligation bonds to appraise and acquire

22

relevant portions of Wailuku Water Company's

23

watershed lands and water-related assets.

24
25

I want to begin by thanking the Council
for the time and attention that you have given
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I understand that you have a

1

to this matter.

2

significant number of issues that are before you

3

in this pending budget, and I truly appreciate

4

the time that you have given to this particular

5

lssue.

6

Because I was on island today for other

7

meetings, I wanted to again corne to the Council

8

and make myself available in case you had any

9

questions or needed any additional information

10

on this particular matter.

11

opportunity to testify.

12

CHAIR KANE:

Mahalo for this

Thank you, Ms. Sproat.

13

Members, any questions for Ms. Sproat?

14

Ms. Tavares.

15
16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, thank you, Ms. Sproat,

for being here.
Are you at liberty to say whether or not

17
18

there would be other funding other than County

19

funding for this project, and an amount?

20

that -- is that something that -- or a range,

21

should say, more than anything?

22

MS. SPROAT:

Is

I can -- at this point, as the Council

23

lS well aware, there was a $10 million request

24

to the State Legislature, which is no longer

25

viable.
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At the last meeting when we were here,

2

Chairperson Apoliona from the Office of Hawaiian

3

Affairs, as well as Dr. Jonathan Scheuer, who is

4

their lead person on this issue,

5

OHA would be open to considering any request for

6

partnership by this Council.

7

needed in order to begin that process

8

request from either the Budget Committee or the

9

Council to either Administrator Namuo of the

indicated that

And what would be
lS

a

10

Office of Hawaiian Affairs or the Board of

11

Trustees.

12

there could be consideration of -- of whatever

13

kind of support the Council would request.

And once that process was initiated,

14

So while there isn't, at this point, an

15

amount that has been set aside, there's -- that

16

is an option.

17

Office of Hawaiian Affairs,

18

to speak to them -- for them,

19

closely with them on this particular issue for

20

the past couple of years, and I do know that OHA

21

has been very interested in looking at land

22

acquisition, especially for watershed areas, and

23

they have recently purchased 25,000 acres of

24

conservation watershed lands on the Big Island

25

of Hawaii, Wao Kele 0 Puna, as well as about

And while I don't work for the
so I can't presume
I have worked very
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1

2,000 acres of similarly suited lands in Waimea

2

Valley on Oahu.

3

So, while I don't think this particular

4

issue has yet been considered by the Board, as

5

far as how they would specifically partner in

6

purchasing,

7

open to similar proposals.

8
9

I think that they have been very

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

MS. SPROAT:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR KANE:

13

Sure.
Thank you.

Thank you.
Mr. Molina.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

15
16

Thank you for

refreshing our memories on that.

10

14

Okay.

Thank you, Chair.

Good morning, Ms. Sproat.

Thank you for

being here.

17

And if you could help me refresh my

18

memory, when -- when Chairperson Apoliona was

19

here,

20

back to Oahu and take this consideration to the

21

Board.

22

are you aware if she

23

discussed by the Board, you know,

24

Ms. Apoliona was here?

25

MS. SPROAT:

I think she mentioned she was going to go

I don't know how often OHA meets, but
if this matter has been
from the time

I actually followed up with Jonathan
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1

Scheuer after the meeting that we had here, and

2

what he indicated was that in order for them to

3

consider it, they would actually need a request

4

from the Council.

5

considered it, but I -- but they would be very

6

open to it, is my understanding.

7

speak for OHA, but based on my communications

8

with them,

9

11

14

CHAIR KANE:

17

Okay.

Thank you.

Any further questions for Ms. Sproat?
Ms. Anderson.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you for being here,

Kapua.
Do you know how much money they put

15
16

I can't

Thank you, Chair.

12
13

Again,

I think they would be open.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

10

So they have not yet

towards that 25,000 acres of watershed?
MS. SPROAT:

For the acquisition in Wao Kele 0 Puna,

18

it was my understanding that the Office of

19

Hawaiian Affairs put together $250,000 of their

20

own moneys.

21

for Public Lands and were able to access other

22

Federal funding for a total purchase price of

23

and I don't recall offhand, but it was several

24

million dollars, and I can get you the specific

25

information if you are interested.

They also partnered with the Trust
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With regard to the purchase in Waimea,

1

2

on Oahu, the purchase price for that particular

3

parcel was $14 million.

4

partnership between a number of different

5

agencies, the Trust for Public Land -- actually

6

the County there began a condemnation action,

7

and that's how that particular parcel was

8

acquired.

9

negotiations over the price, a number of

10

And there was again a

And as a result of the settlement

partners, including OHA, carne in.
So to clarify, with regard to what

11

12

happened in Waimea on Oahu, the City and County

13

of Honolulu began a condemnation to take over

14

Waimea Valley and Park.

15

process, put into escrow their good-faith

16

estimate of the fair market value of the

17

property, and then took -- filed an action, took

18

immediate possesslon of the property_

19

property was then -- management of it was turned

20

over to another agency, especially the watershed

21

lands.

22

They began that

And that

After that process began, the Council

23

didn't follow through with the condemnation and

24

instead entered into negotiations with the owner

25

of the property, and because it took them so
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1

long to finish the process, the price went from

2

I believe about 5 million to 14 million.

3

the point of this being that the County only put

4

forward the amount that they put into escrow,

5

and then the other Federal, State, and private

6

partners put together the rest of the money to

7

purchase the property.
So if that's a model that the County

8
9

And

would be interested in looking at,

I would be

10

very happy to contact the Office of Hawaiian

11

Affairs.

12

their point person on both of the land

13

acquisition deals, so he does have a significant

14

amount of experience in that area, and I would

15

be happy to work with the Council in providing

16

more information if that would be helpful.

17

Actually, Jonathan Scheuer has been

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you for that.

So based on the experience that you have

18
19

with these -- just these two purchases, 1S it

20

likely that the whole watershed land area, that

21

is currently held by Wailuku Water Company,

22

would be a acquisition that Trust for Public

23

Land would be interested in getting involved in?

24
25

MS. SPROAT:

I think -- I haven't had any direct

contact with the Trust for Public Land about
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1

this particular area.

But it does seem to be

2

exactly the kind of property that they have been

3

interested in partnering with other agencies to

4

acqulre and protect.
I think, especially if you look at the

5

6

Na Wai Eha area, these watersheds are really the

7

sponge and help to provide the critical source

8

of water for the most populated communities here

9

on Maui and for the County.

And that -- those

10

watershed areas help to provide water for the

11

streams in Na Wai Eha as well as the lao

12

Aquifer, which is, again, the prlmary source of

13

water for the Central Maui serVlce area.
So in this case, I would actually think

14
15

that it would be more important to acquire these

16

particular areas.

17

COUNClLMEMBER ANDERSON:

Right.

And the fact that

18

the Na Wai Eha area, the waters and -- and the

19

area that these waters corne from have such

20

historical significance in Maui's ancient

21

Hawaiian history, do you think that we could

22

find funding based on that also?

23

these -- these waters?

24
25

MS. SPROAT:
answer.

I do.

To preserve

That's a -- that's a short

I mean, as you all very well know,
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1

these areas are incredibly significant in

2

Hawaiian culture.

3

was,

4

area of wetland kalo cultivation in all of the

5

Hawaiian Islands, and so there are a lot of

6

historic sites there.

The area from lao to Waihee

In precontact times, the largest contiguous

In addition, the number of heiau and

7
8

cultural remains in the area is very

9

significant, and higher than

according to

10

surveys done by Marion Kelly and Clayton Hee

11

back in the '70s, actually the incidence of the

12

number of heiau indicate that this was an area

13

of significant population and a real cultural

14

center, not just for Maui but for the entire

15

kingdom.

16

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you very much for

that.

18

MS. SPROAT:

Sure.

19

CHAIR KANE:

Any further questions, Members, for

20

Ms. Sproat?

21

I have a few, Ms. Sproat.

22

First, at any point during your folks'

23

negotiations with Administration, did you -- and

24

I know you can't speak for OHA -- did you, on

25

behalf of Earthjustice and your clients,
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1

consider getting the Council involved in any

2

level of discussion regarding acquisition or

3

condemnation?

4

MS. SPROAT:

Certainly.

Actually, when we began the

5

negotiations in the fall of 2005, Earthjustice

6

and -- I can't speak for OHA, but they did make

7

a similar request, both organizations

8

specifically requested that this Council be

9

engaged and be included as part of our

10

settlement negotiations because we were well

11

aware of what was being considered and the fact

12

that any resolution for condemnation would have

13

to come from this body.

14

that you be included as part of the discussions.

15

We specifically asked

That request was made more than once,

16

several times by myself and other individuals.

17

And unfortunately, because of the very short

18

timetables that we had -- the Hearing Officer

19

for the Commission on Water Resource Management,

20

Dr. Miike,

21

our contested case.

22

reached the agreement when we did, we would have

23

been forced to begin the contested case process,

24

which would have been a very significant expense

25

to -- for all of the parties involved.

imposed very stringent deadlines for
And basically, if we hadn't
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1

because of that, our request was basically

2

denied.
So in short, we did, Earthjustice, OHA,

3
4

and I think -- well, I won't speak for the other

5

parties, but I can say that Earthjustice in

6

particular was very interested In engaging the

7

Council.

8

to engage you at an earlier -- at an earlier

9

juncture.

10

CHAIR KANE:

And I apologize that we weren't able

We did request and we did try.

There's been many questions, concerns,

11

about the proposal to acquire only the intakes,

12

and I believe that's what we have before us.
Was that or were there any

13
14

recommendations at any point to acquire the

15

entire watershed rather than just the intakes?

16

MS. SPROAT:

Both Earthjustice and our clients, I
well,

I will stop speaking for the

17

think, as

18

Office of Hawaiian Affairs because I -- I keep

19

doing that, but at least Earthjustice and our

20

clients have -

21

that it would be most appropriate for the County

22

to -- to acquire the watershed areas and the

23

water-related assets.

24

25

it's always been our position

The specific areas that would need to be
acquired I think would be better clarified
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1

through the appraisal process, and I think if

2

the County can work with an attorney, an expert

3

in this area, and an appraiser to specifically

4

narrow the scope of the appraisal, that will

5

help to define exactly what areas need to be

6

taken.
But it's always been our position that

7
8

it's in the County's best interest to acquire

9

the watershed areas and the water-related

10

assets.

That would help from a management

11

perspective, because as I mentioned earlier, the

12

watershed is really the source of all of the

13

water, and what is needed is management of that

14

particular area,

fencing, ungulate removal.

Maui has a lot of examples of how that

15
16

can be done very effectively.

The West Maui

17

Watershed partnership, there are a lot of

18

examples and a lot of individuals and

19

organizations with expertise in this matter.
So that's a long way of saylng yes, we

20
21

have -- we have specifically requested and

22

remain interested in -- in acquisition of the

23

watershed and water-related assets.

24
25

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.

The final question is just a follow-up,
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1

I think, on Ms. Anderson's point regarding -- or

2

other questions regarding the forming of

3

partnerships, and you've kind of mentioned that.
What considerations were given to

4
5

partnerships or even the funding mechanisms that

6

are available out there?

7

or given the statement that you responded with

8

respects to the timing factor, to avoid going

9

into a contested case and that whole thing, so

10

you folks reached an agreement, were there any

11

discussions working up to the agreement that

12

involve the consideration of partnerships?

13

MS. SPROAT:

And given the answer

During the settlement negotiations,

14

Earthjustice and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs,

15

especially glven the Office of Hawaiian Affairs'

16

background in this area, and because they have

17

been very successful in putting together

18

partnerships and working with other agencies and

19

non-profits that specialize in this area,

20

including the Trust for Public Land, we offered

21

assistance to the County, Earthjustice and OHA,

22

as far as providing potential partners and

23

sources of funding,

24

funding that might be able to be leveraged for

25

this issue, if that was something the County

including Federal and other
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wanted to do.

2

So there was some discussion of

3

potential partnerships, but that didn't move

4

along very far.

5

think it's out of the picture, but we haven't

6

we haven't taken that lssue up lately.

7

CHAIR KANE:

I don't think it's -- I don't

The reason I ask is because -- well,

I

8

am asking to see whether or not there was a

9

consideration of that, and what we have before

10

us, is that a

is that a result of those

11

discussions not corning to fruition as far as

12

discussing partnerships?

13

proposal that's basically County funded --

Because we have a

14

MS. SPROAT:

Certainly.

15

CHAIR KANE:

-- without any other types of

16
17

partnership recommendations.
MS. SPROAT:

We had a lot of discussions, a lot of

18

settlement discussions up until December of

19

2005, which was when our agreement with Mayor

20

Arakawa was actually reached.

21

to -- subsequent to that issue, we had one more

22

meeting in December.

23

we had -- we have had one or two meetings.

24
25

And subsequent

And Slnce then, I believe

But Earthjustice and OHA haven't been
very involved in the budgeting process and the
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1

putting together of the request that's reflected

2

in the budget, and I would guess that part of

3

that is just because there's -- I mean,

4

seen the proposed budget, and it's huge, and

5

this is only one item.

6

intimately involved in -- In putting together

7

this particular request, and so that might be

8

part of it.

9
10

CHAIR KANE:

13

But we weren't

Thank you, Ms. Sproat, for your

responses.
Ms. -- I am sorry.

11

12

I have

Mr. Hokama, followed

by Ms. Anderson.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Just -- just

you used the word

14

settlement in your comments to us this morning.

15

So was there any time in your talks with the

16

Mayor and his Administration Earthjustice

17

mentioned of taking the County to court?

18

MS. SPROAT:

As -- the reason that our discussions

19

came about was because, as -- as the Council is

20

well aware, on behalf of our clients, we were

21

successful in getting the lao Aquifer designated

22

as a groundwater management area in July of

23

2003.

24

State Water Commission began a process of

25

permitting all water use within the lao Aquifer.

As a result of that action, the
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1

And Maui County Department of Water Supply, as

2

well as other potential and existing users,

3

submitted applications to the State Water

4

Commission.

5

And Earthjustice, on behalf of Hui 0 Na

6

wai Eha, and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, on

7

behalf of their beneficiaries, objected to the

8

water use permit applications that the County

9

submitted.
And as a result of those objections, a

10
11

public hearing was held, and then we began a

12

contested -- we were on the road to a contested

13

case proceeding, Earthjustice on behalf of our

14

clients and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs on

15

behalf of their beneficiaries, requested a

16

contested case, and a hearing on standing was

17

held.

18

So while we took the administrative

19

actions that began the equivalent of a -- of an

20

administrative proceeding before the State Water

21

Commission, it wasn't a civil lawsuit that was

22

filed in court, but it was an administrative

23

action before the Water Commission.

24
25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So if your discussions with the

Mayor and his Administration didn't reach an
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1

agreement, would your next step would have been

2

to take the County to court?

3

MS. SPROAT:

If we were unable to resolve our -- what

4

happened is as a result of our discussions, the

5

Mayor sent us a letter dated December 9th, 2005,

6

that set forth his commitment, what he

7

personally -- because he could not bind the

8

County; the Council binds the County -- but what

9

he and his Administration would commit to doing,

10

and those included introducing budget

11

initiatives such as the ones that we have before

12

us as well as a number of different items.

13

And in return, and in reliance upon that

14

communication, both Earthjustice and OHA

15

withdrew our request for contested case and

16

ended that proceeding.

17

If we weren't able to reach that

18

agreement, yes, we would have continued along

19

that process, and I believe it would have led to

20

subsequent very lengthy and expensive hearings.

21

This is not dissimilar from the Waiahole

22

Ditch proceedings which occurred on Oahu.

We

23

represent clients in that case and are now In

24

our 13th year of litigation.

25

a series of actions before the State Water

So there have been
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1

Commission and then subsequent appeals to the

2

Hawaii Supreme Court.
So we were pleased, on behalf of our

3
4

clients, because I believe that our clients, as

5

residents of this County and as people who rely

6

on the Central Maui service area for water, we

7

have many similar interests with the County, and

8

so we were happy that we were able to find an

9

agreement that worked out instead of having to

10

litigate.

11

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Chairman.

12

CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Anderson.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

Thank you.

So, Ms. Sproat, you folks filed a

14
15

petition with the Commission on Water Resource

16

Management, along with many other people, to

17

receive permits for use of -- of waters from the

18

lao Aquifer in order to preserve your clients'

19

rights to their share of the water; is that

20

correct?

21

MS. SPROAT:

There were water use permit applications

22

submitted for the basal portion of the lao

23

Aquifer.

24

permits from the basal portion.

25

a petition to amend upward the interim in-stream

Our clients didn't actually apply for
But we did file
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1

flow standards.

2

basically restore stream flow to each of the

3

four streams of Na Wai Eha, and that was to

4

protect our clients' rights and interests as

5

well as public trust uses and purposes.

6

So we filed a petition to

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Right.

So,

if you had not

7

signed this,

8

is really what it is, with the Mayor, you would

9

have continued

I guess, letter of understanding,

and I understand this is

10

separate from the petition for in-stream use

11

you would have continued your clients' rights to

12

contest the issuance of permits in order to

13

maintain their rights to a share of the water?

14

MS. SPROAT:

Precisely.

15

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

We-But that's not necessarily a

16

lawsuit; it's -- it's an administrative

17

proceeding in front of the Commission?

18

MS. SPROAT:

Exactly.
so -

It's -- we did, and to

19

clarify,

applications were filed by a

20

number of people,

21

actually objected to all of the water use

22

permits applications that were -- that were

23

filed because it was Earthjustice's and our

24

clients' very strong position that before the

25

Water Commission should be issuing these water

including the County.
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1

use permits that they need to look at the needs

2

of the stream and the people -- many of the

3

people in this County, not just our clients, who

4

rely on having water in those streams to support

5

public trust uses, Native Hawaiian rights and

6

practices, traditional agriculture and

7

aquaculture.
And so In exchange, In -- well

8
9

in

reliance on the Mayor's commitment, we withdrew

10

those objections, and we did give up significant

11

rights and interests because we would have had

12

the right to go through this proceeding.

13

not an official court proceeding, but it's the

14

equivalent of it.

15

appointed, which is very similar to a judge.

16

There are opening statements.

17

is

18

In a court.

19

It's

A hearing officer is

The proceeding

is almost identical to what would happen

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And -- and did you file for

20

the

21

because it's your belief or your clients' belief

22

that the stream water and the groundwater are

23

integrated in some way and manner?

24
25

- file for the -- the water permit process

MS. SPROAT:

Certainly.

We represented a group of

clients who wanted to have the lao Aquifer
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1

placed under State management because we were

2

concerned about overpumping from the aquifer and

3

because we do firmly believe that this is one

4

system, that the groundwater and the surface

5

water are very closely related and you really

6

can't manage one without the other.
And it was our understanding, based on

7

8

the Hawaii Supreme Court's 2000 decision in the

9

Waiahole Ditch case, that actually by securing

10

designation for the groundwater, that would

11

provide the Commission with the legal tools to

12

manage both the groundwater and the surface

13

water.

14

The Commission has been hesitant to do

15

that I think in large part because of the

16

administrative concerns.

17

much work that they are hesitant to take that on

18

so they have been dealing with the groundwater

19

issues first.

20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

21
22

They simply

And then, Mr. Chair,

it's so

just

one final question, if I may.
And -- you know,

I know you are not a --

23

an attorney specialize -- specializing in

24

condemnation, but, you know, you do have some

25

experience in that your organization and OHA
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1

have worked with various groups that have been

2

involved in it.

3

We have been told that there are

4

possibly foreign companies that are interested

5

In buying Wailuku Ag or Wailuku Water Company.

6

If the County were to -- if the Council were to

7

make a determination that they wanted to go In

8

the direction of condemnation, the first step,

9

it's my understanding -- and that's why I am

10

asking you for some clarification,

11

help -- it's my understanding that the first

12

step would be to do an appraisal.

13

if you can

But is there a trigger along the line

14

before the appraisal is finalized that --

15

because, you know, we are being asked by the

16

Administration to only -- only look at the

17

intakes and -- and there are several intakes.

18

So we don't know yet, would we go for

19

all the intakes, or just a couple of the major

20

intakes, and what the repercussions of that

21

would be as opposed to going after the whole

22

watershed area.

23

determined, and we don't know what the value of

24

those things are yet, either.

25

So that's still to be

But is there a trigger that the Council
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1

could take that would put everyone on notice

2

that government has first option.

3

MS. SPROAT:

I think that that step

lS

before you

4

right now with the request for direct funding

5

and an authorization of GO bonds to appraise and

6

acquire the system.

7

step to do precisely that.
Right now, two of the five top water

8
9

I think that that's the

companies in the world already have a presence

10

in Hawaii.

11

Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs over

12

on Oahu.

13

the -- you know, a Chicken Little,

14

the-sky-is-falling concern, I think that there's

15

a legitimate -- there's a "there"

16

people are certainly interested in -- in what's

17

happening here.

18

They are registered with the

And so I think this is more than just

there because

I think with the way -- the way that the

19

budget request is structured, provides this

20

Council with the final say on how, if at all,

21

this will move forward.

22

for an appraisal, and I think it would also be

23

prudent to hire an attorney to narrow the scope

24

of the appraisal so that the Council could, you

25

know, get information on the value of -- of a

The request of funds
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1

number of different things, and then you could

2

decide how to move forward.
But the authorization of the bonds

3

4

would

- well, so, first there would be the

5

appraisal.

6

could narrow the scope of the appraisal.

And working with an attorney, you

What we know from OHA's experience on

7
8

Oahu and in Hawaii island is that in order to go

9

through the procurement process to hire the

10

appraisal, refine the scope of it, and actually

11

have it done, that will probably take about six

12

months now, given how busy the appraisers are

13

and the County's own process for procurement.

14

We have suggested several names to the

15

Administration of appraisers that OHA has used

16

that do -- because very few people in Hawaii

17

have the proper -- proper certification to be

18

able to appraise conservation land, but we have

19

already made those names available.
But this process would glve the Council

20
21

many opportunities.

I mean,

I realize that

22

there are a lot of issues and concerns that have

23

not yet been resolved.

24

I realize that's really our burden to provide

25

the Council with the information to make the

And I apologize because
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decision.

2

But I believe that with the way the

3

request is structured, there's sufficient time

4

for the Council to be able to corne back to the

5

matter in the six months that we have.

6

if, after the appraisal, if after the attorney

7

is hired, the appraisal, the appraiser is

8

retained, the appraisal is done,

9

that, this Council still decides that that's not

10

prudent, you don't actually need to issue the GO

11

bonds.

12

And even

if given all of

So this process, while providing the

13

most security for the County, would also be, In

14

my humble opinion, the best way to help secure

15

Maui's water future.

16

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
~.

And would that put all

on no t 'lce that the County has first shot

17

par~les

18

at this?

19

Water Company from selling to a foreign company

20

while we are appraising?

21

MS. SPROAT:

I mean, what would prevent Wailuku

Nothing would prevent them from trying

22

to do that, and I think that, as you have

23

mentioned, we have a very small window of

24

opportunity within which to act.

25

time since our petitions to restore stream flow

I mean,
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1

were filed,

and that's been almost two years,

2

Wailuku Water Company has been doing its best to

3

use up as much of its or at least show -- try to

4

show uses for as much as of the water as it

5

possibly can.
So there's nothing to stop them from

6

7

trying to sell the company.

But I think any

8

prudent investor, given the pending legal

9

actions that are before the State Water

10

Commission, and there are more than one, as well

11

as an action by this County, to -- to

12

appropriate the funding to appraise and consider

13

acquiring the system I think would be a very

14

strong signal to -- so there's -- there's no

15

guarantees until the action for condemnation

16

is -- is filed in court.

17

humble opinion, I think it's one of the very,

18

very best ways to go.

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

But again,

Thank you, Kapua.

in my

And then

20

just one last thing.

21

information with me this morning that I find

22

very interesting that you are going to provide

23

for the rest of the Council.

24
25

MS. SPROAT:

Yes.

You shared some

I understand that there was some

concern over the lack of information that was
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1

provided regarding what it would actually cost

2

to put together surface water treatment plants,

3

and -- and

4

little bit of research in the past couple of

5

days and was able to come up with -

6

documentation that was provided to me by the

7

Department of Water Supply back in July of 2005.

8

And this was in the context of the water use

9

permits that the Commission was considering.

10

and move on with this.

So I did a

actually

And what this -- what these are are

11

supplies resource -- supply resource options.

12

So they are very preliminary draft estimates,

13

but they set forth a number of different ground

14

and surface water options and include different

15

capacities, capital cost, fixed operating cost,

16

and then economic life total discounted cost.

17

So it is a chart like this, which helps the

18

Council to be able to see what different options

19

the Department of Water Supply is considering

20

and how much those cost.

21

So to be -- and on this chart, I'd note

22

the fourth from the bottom is central treatment

23

and storage.

24

consideration, the Department of Water Supply

25

actually looking at what it would cost to

So as part of this option
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1

include a surface water source system, treatment

2

plant, storage, engineering, and transmission.

3

And the costs for that are all provided.

4

One thing that I would note is that this

5

particular -- and actually, and I brought this

6

along in case there were questions, so I

7

apologize for not providing it to the Council

8

earlier.

9

fourth from the bottom, central treatment and

But if you look at that figure, the

10

storage, the capital cost there actually

11

includes not just the treatment plant but

12

storage, engineering, and a bunch of other

13

options.

14

CHAIR KANE:

And so that figure right now Excuse me, Ms. Sproat, and I am going to

15

interrupt because first,

we don't have this, and

16

second, this is not a part of your testimony

17

from this morning.

18

reaches beyond, as you stated, Ms. Anderson.

This is something that

19

MS. SPROAT:

Sure.

20

CHAIR KANE:

And I don't believe it would be in order

21

for us to allow this discussion to continue at

22

this time Slnce we have other people signed up

23

to testify.

24

MS. SPROAT:

Sure.

Sure.

25

CHAIR KANE:

So I would ask, Members, that this lS
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1

information that's available to you, and that

2

Ms. Kapua Sproat can make herself available, but

3

I think we are reaching beyond the scope of our

4

public testimony because this was not a part of

5

our testimony this morning.

6

ask questions on her testimony.
Ms. Anderson,

7

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

Mr. Chairman.
I

10

And we are here to

I apologize if it --

No, that's okay,

just appreciate you very much bringing

11

this information to us, Ms. Sproat.

It's

12

unfortunate we didn't get it from our own

13

Administration.

Thank you.

14

MS. SPROAT:

So--

15

CHAIR KANE:

Any further question -- I am sorry.
Any further questions for Ms. Sproat,

16
17
18

MeIT~ers?

I have one other question, Members,

19

to wrap things up,

20

questions.

21

And so I

just

if there's no other

just want to get, to be clear,

22

the position of Earthjustice was,

first, that

23

you folks,

24

wanted to get this body involved in the

25

discussion?

from the get-go, in fall of 2005,
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1

MS. SPROAT:

Yes.

2

CHAIR KANE:

Second, you folks wanted the

3

Administration to consider the partnership with

4

OHA and other -- other parties to consolidate

5

resources for this effort?

6

MS. SPROAT:

Certainly.

7

CHAIR KANE:

And third, that you folks' primary

8

interest was the whole watershed rather than the

9

intakes?

10

MS. SPROAT:

Yes.

11

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

12

MS. SPROAT:

Thank you.

Thank you very much.
Chair Kane,

if I may,

I have

13

provided two additional sheets to your Council,

14

and he will be passing them out.

15

for not putting them together earlier, but if

16

anyone has any questions,

17

them.

18
19

CHAIR KANE:

I am happy to answer

Thank you very much.

And we have that

number available to contact you.

20

MS. SPROAT:

Thanks.

21

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

I apologize

Thank you.

Members, next to testify is Tom

22

Blackburn-Rodriguez, and he will be followed by

23

Darla Palmer.

24
25

MR. BLACKBURN-RODRIGUEZ:
Committee Members.

Aloha, Mr. Chairman,
My name is Tom
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1

Blackburn-Rodriguez, and I

2

morning on behalf of HALE Maui, Housing and Land

3

Enterprise of Maui, a community land trust

4

currently being organized to create affordable

5

housing for Maui residents earning 80 percent to

6

120 percent of the Maui County median lncome.

7

Our mission is to make housing affordable in

8

perpetuity.

9

10
11

am testifying this

HALE Maui is requesting $50,000 as a
portion of our startup budget of $200,000.
HALE Maui is a community land trust,

12

which is defined in the Federal

13

Cranston-Gonzales Affordable Housing Act as a

14

community housing development corporation that

15

is not sponsored by a for-profit organization

16

and that acquires parcels of land held in

17

perpetuity for conveyance under long-term ground

18

leases, transfers ownership of any structural

19

improvements located on such leased parcels to

20

the lessees, and retains the preemptive option

21

to purchase any such structural improvements at

22

a price determined by formula that is designed

23

to ensure that the improvement remalns

24

affordable to low and moderate income families

25

In perpetuity.
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We currently have $45,000 in pledges

2

from private donors, and we are approaching

3

another -- a number of other private donors and

4

local foundations for assistance.

5

This request for $50,000 from the County

6

of Maui equals 25 percent of our first year

7

budget, and will continue to send a strong

8

signal of support and partnership to

9

foundations, other government entities, and

10

private donors as a continuing representation of

11

the County's commitment to address the need for

12

affordable housing for Maui's working families.

13

Community land trusts exist in 31

14

states, use a well-developed model that began in

15

the 1960s, and are designed to remove land from

16

the speculative market and provide perpetually

17

affordable housing.

18

Building upon and partnering with the

19

work of non-profits engaged in building housing

20

for specific segments of Maui County's

21

population, our goal is to offer a solution and

22

a vehicle for permanently affordable housing for

23

those in the low and moderate income group as

24

defined in the applicable Federal law and HUD

25

definitions.
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This request is respectfully presented

1

2

for your consideration and support, and we

3

apologize for coming in at this hour; however,

4

our organizational efforts and the budget

5

process were not quite In sync.

6

accept our apologies.

Again, please

We hope to have the opportunity to

7
8

discuss this proposal in more detail with the

9

Committee.

We have provided you with a packet

10

of information yesterday afternoon as well, and

11

also Alice Lee has received the information.

12

And we look forward to providing the Committee

13

with additional information as the budget

14

process unfolds.
And let me just say on a personal

15
16

note --

17

MS. REVELS:

Three minutes.

18

MR. BLACKBURN-RODRIGUEZ:

that we thank you for

19

the opportunity to appear before you this

20

morning and for the work that you have taken on

21

to make Maui County a better place to live, to

22

work, and to ralse our families.

23

CHAIR KANE:

Mahalo.

Thank you, Mr. Rodriguez.

24

Members, any questions or our testifier?

25

Ms. Anderson.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

2

this forward.

3
4
5

Thank you,

Torn,

for bringing

I understand you are just now forming?
This is a new organization that is just forming?
MR. BLACKBURN-RODRIGUEZ:

We have been meeting for

6

several months, and we are at the position now

7

where we are able to go forward with forming the

8

organization.

9

partnering or we are hoping to partner with

As a matter of fact,

we are

10

Lokahi Pacific in order to begin the process of

11

incorporation so that they would be able to

12

handle our financial transactions.

13

going before their Board in about four days.

14

And we have been working with JoAnn Ridao along

15

those lines.

16
17
18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

That will be

And so that would be a

permanent partnership?
MR. BLACKBURN-RODRIGUEZ:

That partnership is

19

anticipated to last at least through July 2007,

20

by which time we would anticipate having our

21

incorporation accepted by the IRS.

22

you submit, and then you wait, and

23

want to be able to go forward with an

24

experienced agency.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Right.

As you know,
but we do

And so could you
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just -- you already have a Board, then?
MR. BLACKBURN-RODRIGUEZ:

We have a working steering

3

committee, and we have,

4

organized committees that are moving forward on

5

various fronts.

6

except we have stepped it up to every two weeks.

7

We have been meeting at the Cameron Center.

8
9

10
11

I think, three or four

Our meetings have been monthly,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

But do you have a -- rather

than just committee members, do you have a,
like, organizing and managing Board?
MR. BLACKBURN-RODRIGUEZ:

We will at our next meeting

12

establish our formal steering committee, and

13

from that, we will develop our Board of

14

Directors.

15

Community land trust requires by Federal

16

law that it be a tripartite Board.

17

to have both comrnuni ty members, those vlho would

18

live in structures, and also government and

19

public entities.

20

needs to proceed fairly -- fairly intelligently

21

to make sure it's widely dispersed.

22

So we need

So the Board construction, it

The steering committee will be selected

23

at the next meeting, which I believe is on

24

May 2nd, and then we will go forward with the

25

creation of our Board.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

MR. BLACKBURN-RODRIGUEZ:

4

CHAIR KANE:

your testimony.
MR. BLACKBURN-RODRIGUEZ:

8

CHAIR KANE:

11

You are welcome.

Any further questions for Mr. Rodriguez?

7

10

Thank you

Hearing none, thank you very much for

5

9

Thank you.

very much.

3

6

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Next to testify is Darla Palmer.

She

will be followed by -- and I don't see Chris
Hart here,
MS. PALMER:

so followed by John Del Gatto.

Aloha, Mr. Chairman, Council Members.

12

My name is Darla Palmer.

13

Director of Maui OnStage at the lao Theater, and

14

I am providing testimony regarding Maui Academy

15

of Performing Arts requesting a budget line

16

item.

17

I am Executive

A possible solution for MAPA would be to

18

utilize the lao Theater for performances while

19

they worked to develop their Main Street

20

facility.

21

Theater were supported, it may be more

22

financially feasible for groups like MAPA to

23

produce successful seasons in the lao Theater.

If the operating expenses of the lao

24

While the capital project of developing

25

the lao Theater is currently being discussed by
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1

the Council under the Parks and Economic

2

Development Committee, there currently is no

3

County grant or budget support dedicated to the

4

operation of the building for the growing list

5

of people that wish to use the Iao Theater.

6

our small agency covers over $90,000 per year in

7

expenses just to operate the building.

8
9

And

Funding operation of the Iao would help
many, many agencles.

And it's unfortunate that

10

our friends from MAPA left the meeting today

11

because we would really like to reiterate that

12

MAPA would be enthusiastically welcomed to

13

schedule a series of performances in the Iao.

14

Maui OnStage would also be happy to share

15

potential capital funding sources they have

16

found that MAPA may tap into for their Main

17

Street facility,

18

Markets Tax Credit.

19

including the Federal New

When MOS turned In our seven-year

20

strategic plan for the Iao Theater, over a year

21

ago, to the County Administration, our Board

22

appealed several times to meet with MAPA's Board

23

so that both of these important capital projects

24

would move forward.

25

The Iao Theater lS a community-based
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1

performing arts facility.

2

everyone.

3

collaboration is the way to build a stronger

4

arts community.

5

CHAIR KANE:

10
11

Thank you for your time.

Members, any questions for our
testifier?
Ms. Tavares.

8

9

And Maui OnStage believes that

Thank you, Ms. Palmer.

6
7

It is open to

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, Ms. Palmer, are you

making a budget request to us?
MS. PALMER:

I -- I would like to make a budget

12

request for $90,000, because I think that if the

13

operation of the lao Theater were underwritten,

14

it -- it really -- it really would help all of

15

these groups that want to corne in and use the

16

theater.
Last night, we had a Wailuku

17
18

Association meeting in the theater.

19

the use of the theater,

Co~~unity

We donated

and our -- and our time.

And we had another community group corne

20
21

up at that meeting and say,

22

theater for free,

"Can we use the

too?"

23

We are just in a really unusual position

24

right now where we have very low rental fees and

25

a lot of people are using the building, but we
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1

haven't passed the break-even point to pay for

2

the operation of the building.

3

So ironically, the more people use the

4

lao Theater right now, the more we lose money.

5

So you know, ultimately, you know, we will pass

6

that break-even, and when we totally

7

rehabilitate the building, we have an effective

8

funding strategy for -- for the building.

9

right now,

it's to all of our benefits to -- to

10

work together, get these groups using the

11

building, and support the building.
And so I -- I

12

But

just heard about MAPA's

13

request last night.

14

support them.

15

together.

16

projects need to be looked at together.

17

that would be a really intelligent way to move

18

forward.

19

22

We

I think we should be working

And -- and both of those capital

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I think

Mr. Chair.

Did you make a request through the --

20
21

It's a great agency.

through the County during their budget review?
MS. PALMER:

We have not yet made a formal request

23

because of the complexity of where we are with

24

the lease issues with the building.

25

discussed with Economic Development putting in a

We
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1

line item request, and just to briefly bring you

2

up to speed, our -- our lease on the lao Theater

3

ended.

4

year-to-year lease as we discuss with the County

5

a long-term plan for the building.

6

We have been put on a, basically, a

We requested a long-term lease.

We are

7

also talking about possibly purchasing the

8

building.

9

fund the capital project of developing the

And the reason for that is -- is to

10

building so that we can qualify for Federal tax

11

credits and other programs.

12

get behind our non-profit agency for us to be

13

able to develop that building on a year-to-year

14

lease.

15
16
17

No one is going to

It is really a problem.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And that's the issue that's

in Councilmember Johnson's Committee, right?
MS. PALMER:

It

it is, and we have been discussing

18

development of the building with the County for

19

four years.

20

on our business not being able to tell our

21

donors what our future is with the building, you

22

know, so we really are pushing to secure a

23

long-term lease, you know, a permanent future

24

with the building, to lmprove the building.

25

meanwhile, we need to be able to continue to

And if you can imagine the impact
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operate.
And I also attached, you know,

2

just

3

what's currently going at the lao Theater.

4

I said, more and more groups are jumping on the

5

bandwagon and realizing this is a great

6

facility, and it's open to everyone, and you

7

know, we -- we need to be able to survive to

8

keep it open.

9
10
11

CHAIR KANE:

Like

Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Do -- do you have a written

testimony today?

12

MS. PALMER:

I -- I did.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

later, then.

I turned it in.
Okay.

So we will get it

15

MS. PALMER:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

MS. PALMER:

Thank you.

18

CHAIR KANE:

We didn't have adequate numbers, so we

19

Yeah.
Thank you.

will get it out to the Members.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.

Any further questions for Ms. Palmer?
Seeing none, thank you very much for

22
23

All right.

your testimony this mornlng.

24

MS. PALMER:

Thank you.

25

CHAIR KANE:

John Del Gatto.
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MR. DEL GATTO:

Good morning.

Before I even begin, I

2

have a feeling that this is not the forum for me

3

to express just some general concerns and

4

general comments, and if that is the case, then

5

I won't take any of your time.

6

CHAIR KANE:

Sir, are you here for the -- we are here

7

to discuss the -- the Mayor's proposed budget of

8

2007, which is a specific item on the agenda.

9

Are you here to discuss any components of the

10
11

budget?
MR. DEL GATTO:

Well, In a very, very roundabout way.

12

Mine are more just general comments and general

13

observations.

14

take the time if -- if -- if -- if this is not

15

the forum.

16
17

CHAIR KANE:

And once again,

I don't want to

Mr. Del Gatto, why don't you do this.

State your name for the record.

18

MR. DEL GATTO:

19

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

And why don't you go ahead and proceed

20

with your comments, and we will -- we will do

21

our best.

22

MR. DEL GATTO:

Stop me if you have to.

My name lS John Del Gatto, and I reside

23

I am -- I am now a resident,

I am

24

In Kula.

25

happy to say, moved here in September, been a
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I consider

1

property owner here since 1989.

2

myself a guest on the island and will continue

3

to consider myself a guest on the island.
I would like to say, right off the bat,

4
5

I -- coming here this morning, and I read an

6

article in the paper, I am shocked and so

7

disappointed that there's nobody here.

8

and maybe the comment should be if we are not

9

going to participate and bring in our opinions

And

10

and get involved in what goes on on our island,

11

then maybe those that do the complaining should

12

not complain or show up.

13

where your mouth

Kind of put your money

lS.

And I am not against you.

14

Some things I

15

agree, some things maybe I don't agree.

My

16

general comments are about just the building and

17

you have heard about the overbuilding and

18

overdevelopment many, many times.

19

repeating.

20

there's so few people here that -- that I want

21

to support my concerns about that.

I know I am

But all the more, now that I see

And more of a balance of low income

22
23

housing.

It seems like we are -- we are so out

24

of balance.

25

responsible but yet, I am not -- it's more an

And again,

I in a sense hold you
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1

observation than -- than a criticism because I

2

am sure you are working hard at trying to do the

3

best you can for all of us here in Maui.

4

but I would hope that there would be some sense

5

of balance that -- that would be created.

But--

Maybe we need outside experts or someone

6
7

with fresh eyes that aren't so emotionally

8

attached to what goes on or selfishly attached

9

at what goes on and maybe can put forth the

10

structure that might have more balance.

11

Even -- even simple things like a check

12

returned to me from the County Water Department

13

because they changed addresses,

14

phone calls.

15

went down to the County, and the young lady

16

there says I am answering these calls as quickly

17

as I

18

and my property taxes tripled, but yet this

19

woman is making phone calls all by herself.

20

am sure you are aware of it.

can.

And I

and I

left three

finally got In my car and I

t1y message was in December.

And

I

All small things that might seem to be

21
22

small to you but on the outside, are very, very

23

frustrating, especially when you see -- see the

24

increases.
And -- and the building, the slowing of

25
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1

the building,

2

I am an extension to it.

3

here, but -- it would benefit me to see more

4

building.

5

heart,

6

for the island.

I -- I have flooring

It would benefit my pocket.

But my

it doesn't benefit my heart and my love

Why,

7

I am in the construction business.

I wonder, are we so out of control?

8

And where is everybody, again?

Maybe we should

9

assess bonds for the infrastructure and see if

10

that wakes them up, that they will come down and

11

get involved and give their opinion on what they

12

like and what -- and what they don't like.

13

And now I am getting emotional about

14

this.

But these, again, are just observations

15

and -- and concerns.

16

perhaps, again, experts or outside interests

And I don't know if

might help us to create perhaps a better balance
18

to satisfy everybody on the island.

19

MS. REVELS:

Three minutes.

20

MR. DEL GATTO:

Particularly those people who have

21

been here way longer than me and way longer than

22

most of us that are making -- making the money,

23

and investing.

24

charm of the island slowly chip away, chip away,

25

chip away, chip away, and that is a sin, in many

And it's just a shame to see the
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CHAIR KANE:

4
5

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Del Gatto.
Members, any questions for our

testifier?

6
7

That's it.

.END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

2
3

89

Hearing none, thank you for your
testimony,

sir.

8

Anybody else here in the Chamber that

9

has not testified that would wish to testify,

10

now lS your chance to come forward.

11

Members, seeing nobody approach, without

12

objections, we will close public testimony for

13

today's meeting.

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

15

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you very much, Members.

Chris Hart is a no-show,

16
17

Okay.

so we will mark

him as such.
Members, it's 10:40.

18

This Committee

19

will stand in recess until 10:55.

20

recess.

We are in

(Gavel.)

21

RECESS:

10:42 a.m.

22

RECONVENE:

11:08 a.m.

23

CHAIR KANE:

(Gavel.)

24

reconvened.

25

morning recess.

Okay, Members, we are

Thank you very much for that
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Members, we have with us this morning

1

2

our Budget Director, Mr. Ginoza, as well as our

3

Finance Director, Mr. Young.
We have before us the discussion on

4

I ask,

first,

for your

5

rates and fees, Members.

6

consideration that we discuss rates after lunch

7

when we also discuss the certification of

8

our tax roll,

9

conjunction together, and that we take the time

10

now to get right into the proposed fees that we

11

have before us.

so we can have that discussion In

Any objections to taking that route, or

12
13

if you want to do it some other way,

14

looking to a suggestion.

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

of

Okay.

appreciate it.

I am

If we can move that way,

I'd

Thank you.

18

With that, thank you for your

19

consideration, Mr. Ginoza, on kind of holding

20

back a little bit on that.

Thank you.

Good morning, Mr. Young.

21
22

MR. YOUNG:

23

CHAIR KANE:

Good morning, Mr. Chair, Members.
Mr. Young, would you like to jump right

24

in and glve us any particular opening remarks

25

regarding your folks'

fee structure or fee
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proposals for the Fiscal Year '07 Budget?
MR. YOUNG:

Certainly, Mr. Chair.
The Department of Finance for fees lS

3

4

all the fees for the Department of Finance are

5

pretty much rooted in the Division of Motor

6

Vehicles and Licensing.

7

already aware, the types of fees for different

8

services is quite substantial In Division of

9

Motor Vehicles and Licensing.

And as the Members are

It spans the

10

gamut from everything related to vehicle

11

licensing,

12

also a number of business licenses, dog

13

licenses, bicycle tours, etc., vendors, etc.

registration, driver's licensing, but

14

But for the Fiscal '07 Budget, there are

15

no proposed amendments or changes in these areas

16

before the Members as the Mayor's Fiscal Year

17

'07 Budget keeps all the existing

18

Division of Motor Vehicles and Licensing static,

19

the same,

for another year.

And with that, Mr. Chair, Mr. Lito Vila

20

also available with us this morning as the

21

lS

22

Administrator for the Division of Motor Vehicles

23

and Licensing, and is prepared to answer any

24

questions related to any of the specific

25

individual licenses.

Thank you.
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Okay.

Members, also the Chair will note

2

that we did have the -- the user fee study that

3

was presented to us last week.

4

discussion with the Finance Director regarding

5

if -- since that meeting there were any -- any

6

analysis done or any consideration of proposals

7

in light of the -- in light of the study that

8

was presented, if there's going to be any

9

changes or any requests for us to consider any

10

changes to the proposal in the Fiscal Year '07

11

Budget.

I did have a

Mr. Young, would you like to provide

12
13

some comment as to the fee structure with

14

respects to the study?

15

MR. YOUNG:

Certainly, Mr. Chair.
The fee study that was presented before

16

before the Budget and Finance Committee

17

the

18

last week reviewed all of the different fees in

19

DMVL.

20

office have discussed the results of the study

21

thus far,

22

we feel that, at this present time, there -- we

23

haven't had adequate time to assess the impact

24

or the administrative philosophy of adjusting

25

each of the individual fees that are charged In

The Department of Finance and the Mayor's

and after consultation with the Mayor,
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1

Division of Motor Vehicles and Licensing, as to

2

how that would impact the overall operations of

3

that program.

4

So with that, the Mayor is content, and

5

the Department of Finance has submitted and is

6

content, that the existing budget proposal that

7

is before the Members lS the satisfactory rates

8

and fee schedule that lS submitted on behalf on

9

the Mayor.

10

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Members, the Chair will open it

11

up for questions.

12

Tavares, do you have any questions or comments

13

at this point?

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

And we will start, Member

No.

Thank you.

We will come right

16

back around.

17

co@uents regarding fees at this time?

18
19
20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

23
24
25

Can you glve us a reference

in the budget, Chair?
CHAIR KANE:

21
22

Ms. Anderson, any questions or

Sure.

We are In the Budget Ordinance.

Mr. Ginoza,

I know you gave us a

handout.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Appendix B.

It's not on

that.
CHAIR KANE:

It wouldn't be on the handout.
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something for a later discussion this afternoon.
MR. YOUNG:

Mr. Chair,

it would be Appendix B, which

3

is entitled Revenues, Rates, Fees, and

4

Assessments, that's in the budget

5

Budget Ordinance.

6

under business licenses and permits, but because

7

Division of Motor Vehicles has such a broad

8

range and selection of all of its fees,

9

actually spans throughout that appendix, with

- proposed

And it starts on page 3,

it

10

it's limited to the areas that are entitled

11

business licenses, permits, and then as well as,

12

like, driver's licensing,

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

CHAIR KANE:

15

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17
18

registration, etc.

Okay.

Thank you.

Any questions at this point?

Okay.

No.

Mr. Hokama?

Do you have anything

for this morning, to start?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Did your Department consider -

19

one of the areas that we have had comments for a

20

while was regarding bike tours and whether or

21

not the fees for this specific business area

22

it's been ten years -- well, over ten years,

23

I believe Council enacted that ordinance.

24

it still a reasonable fee?

25

adjustment since, with the growth of the

So is

Should we make an
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1

industry, we have been having numerous

2

complaints from individuals and -- and residents

3

from various communities impacted by the

4

downhill biking program?

5

MR. YOUNG:

Yes, Mr. Hokama, we have discussed and

6

looked at this bicycle tour business license.

7

Currently, it is $100 per route.

8

we only looked at it from the perspective as it

9

relates to the fee study.

But we have

And I am relating to

10

the fee study and looking at it here.

11

assessment from the fee study is that -- that

12

the actual unit cost is about $329.

13

actually undercharging on that basis.

14

The

So we are

Now, that's -- that's all we looked at

15

was whether or not that particular cost was

16

recoverlng.

17

you know, that was applicable to the -- to the

18

industry because there was some discussion and

19

some comments to my office and the Mayor's

20

office that, you know, something to the effect

21

that they generate a lot of money, they are not

22

paylng their part, etc., etc., or that the

23

impact is far greater on the roadway than --

24

than just the recovering of the fee.

25

We did not look at whether or not,

That the Department of Finance really
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1

hasn't taken a look at, only from the fee

2

perspective.

3

discussions with the Mayor's office, we are

4

content that for Fiscal Year '07, that all

5

the -- the fees are as proposed in the budget.

6

Now, that's not to say that for Fiscal

And to that extent, again,

in

7

Year '08, during the next calendar year, we will

8

have ample time to review all these different

9

fees and -- and our proposal for FY '08 may be

10

quite different.

11

before you, we are content that it's -- it's

12

still the same.

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

But for Fiscal Year '07,

Are there fees that are outdated

14

or needs to be re-re-reviewed?

15

really issue a dance license?

16

asking.

17

say, hey, we issue hundreds every year.

18

know.

19

MR. VILA:

20

CHAIR KANE:

21
22

I mean, do we
I -- I am just

And maybe -- you know, Mr. Vila might
I don't

Mr. Chair, yeah, it's -Mr. Vila, if you can identify yourself

for the record, please.
MR. VILA:

Oh, good morning, Mr. Chair.

Lito Vila,

23

the DMVL Administrator, and good morning,

24

Council Members.

25

Mr. Hokama.

Thank you for your question,
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Yes, we are able to issue dance permits;

1

2

however, at this point, we have none issued.

3

But it is a listed fee that we are able to

4

collect for.

5

give you at this point.

6

So that's the best answer I can

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Maybe I should just ask you that.

7

Are there any fees that doesn't make sense to

8

still keep on the books, or -- or within the

9

ordinance?

10

stated it.

11

MR. YOUNG:

Maybe that's the way I should have

Yeah,

I -- I -- I think Mr. Vila and I

12

have had this discussion on a number of

13

numerous occasions because a lot of them when we

14

look through, you know, they don't seem to be

15

relevant, or we haven't issued -- the County has

16

not issued any of them for such a long time that

17

it doesn't seem -- either no one is interested

18

in it or it's not relevant anymore.

19

should be an update of that as well, yes.

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So there

But currently, you have no

21

recommendation to either eliminate or add any

22

additional permit fees?

23

MR. YOUNG:

Not -- not at this time, but that

24

because that discussion between Mr. Vila and I

25

have gone on for about the last year, it's
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1

it's clear that, you know,

2

opportunity to actually sit down and assess what

3

would be the impact, there would be -- there

4

should be a recommendation, yeah, which -

5

the fee study was the first step down that road.

6

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.
Mr. Mateo.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

12

CHAIR KANE:

None.

Thank you.

13

15

Thank you very

Thank you, Chairman.

10

14

Right.

Mr. Molina, questions In this area?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, Thank you, Chairman.

Just one question.
Good morning, Mr. Young, Mr. Vila.

16
17

know,

18

regarding the bike tour fees,

19

are undercharging by $229.

20

companles are there that -- that take out

21

applications?

22

number.

23
24
25

which

much, Mr. Director.

8
9

Right.

if we had the

MR. VILA:

You

following up on Mewber Hokama's concern
you mentioned we

How many bike tour

I don't know if you have that

As I recall, we -- we have about five

operators that's currently permitted.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Only five permitted?
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Five, yes, and if I may add, the fee that

2

was done at the rate study, that cost was only

3

based on one application for one specific

4

bicycle

5

bicycle tour.
If you look at that column where the

6

additional fees that are incurred in reviewing

7

that route,

8

agencies' additional cost in addition that

9

that takes it up substantially.

it's the other Department

That's the same

10

for the bicycle tour that was evaluated on a per

11

route, how much does our police spend,

12

additional cost, does it spend to evaluate each

13

route.

14

Now, certain tour operators will specify

15

multiple routes that are possible.

16

the bicycle tour as well as for the vendor.

17

keep in mind that the fee here that was

18

specified is for one route only_

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Same

for

And you have been with

20

the Department for a number of years, and to

21

your knowledge, it's been $100 for quite some

22

time, then?

23
24
25

MR. VILA:

So

I believe the $100 lS about two to three

years In force.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

So it's been -- I guess
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it was a lower prlce three years ago?

2

MR. VILA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Initially, I believe it was $50.
$50.

Okay.

Maybe, got some

4

serious consideration at this point for an

5

adjustment.

6

CHAIR KANE:

9

10
11

Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.

7

8

Thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Vila,

for my

clarification, the permit fees is $100 per
route, or $100?
MR. VILA:

The permit -- as the ordinance is written,

12

it's $100 per permit.

13

there's no limit on the number of routes they

14

may specify.

15

holders have, maybe, three routes,

16

four,

17

Each permit application,

For example, some permit -- permit
some have

some have only one set of routes.
Since the ordinance only allows the

18

issuance of a permit on County roadways,

19

State Highway is in between their contiguous

20

route, in essence, that's two different routes

21

because the permit that we issue will not list

22

any State or non-County-owned roadways.

23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

if a

So County is -- County

road is one route; State road is another route?
MR. VILA:

No, we are not authorized under this
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ordinance to issue permits on State property.

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

MR. VILA:

Who does?

That would be the State.

4

Or at the national park, we don't issue

5

permits at the national park, up at the crater.

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

And Mr. Young, you

7

said that you -- a proposal might be coming

8

probably in the 2008 budget year?

9

MR. YOUNG:

Well, actually, more accurately,

10

Mr. Pontanilla, it is -- my statement was that I

11

reserve the right and the Mayor reserves the

12

right that my statements that we are not

13

changing any of the rates and fees for Fiscal

14

Year '07, that doesn't mean that we will not

15

propose to change it in Fiscal Year '08.
It's just that in the next calendar

16
17

year,

18

rate study and come up with how the impact from

19

an administrative philosophy position in terms

20

of what would be proposed, yeah.

21

it would afford us more time to review the

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

In -- in

22

regards to bicycle tags, has a consideration

23

been made in regards to separating the everyday

24

bike users and creating a new commercial tag

25

for,

you know, people -- the downhill bicycle
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tour companies?
MR. VILA:

Mr. Chair, on the bicycle licenses, that

3

is governed by Section 249.14,

4

That's Bikeway Fund.

But the bicycle -- I am

5

trying look at that.

It's a permanent

6

registration.

7

we license the vehicle for -- for use.

Until the State law is changed,

Now, if it's used by the tour operators,

8
9

I believe.

I believe the more appropriate place to cover

10

that would be within the County ordinance itself

11

that governs that.

12

Committee that oversees that would revise the

13

ordinance to specify that a certain charge for

14

each bicycle used In that bicycle tour be "X"

15

amount, then that would be -- we would have the

16

ability to do that.

1 I

.LI

bicycle on that tour, for that business, would

18

lncur a charge in addition to the bicycle

19

registration.

For example, if the

So that -- using that

The bicycle registration law requires

20
21

that every bicycle that is used on County

22

roadways must be registered with a permanent

23

decal.

24

registered only once, and it's issued a

25

permanent registration for $15.

So at this point, each bicycle is

If the owners
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CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

5

Any more questions?

6

Ms. Anderson.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Would you have any idea what the

8
9

10

National Park Service charges for bicycle tour
operators, what kind of fee they charge?

11

MR. VILA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

CHAIR KANE:

16

I am sorry,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

MVR No. 12.

Are you trying

It's -- it's open.

19

for?

20

you guys aren't -MR. VILA:

MVR 12, what does MVR stand

I don't want to be asking you something

Okay.

I believe you are reporting to the

study.

23

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

24

MR. VILA:

25

Thank you.

to just stick in any kind of order here or -CHAIR KANE:

22

Okay.

Any further questions, Members?

17

21

I don't.

Ms. Anderson.

14
15

Thank you.

Yeah.

The top portion, where you see DL, those

are the fees associated with driver licensing.
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1

The MVR is actually -- stands for motor vehicle

2

and licensing.

3

just ranked it in that order.

4

important column to look at is the description

5

of the fee itself.

6

number.

7

mechanism --

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

MR. VILA:

10
11

We had to -- to classify it, we
So the more

So I would disregard the fee

That was just our internal tracking

I see.

-- to keep track of how many or which

fees we were discussing at that time.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Right.

So I want to focus on the business

12
13

license vendor because that seems to be the only

14

other one that we are heavily subsidizing.

15

Right now,

16

336.
Who gets these kind of licenses

17
18
19

it's 50 bucks, and the subsidy is

specifically?
MR. VILA:

Those are the roadside vendors that you

20

see, normally lunch wagons.

21

and the vendor ordinance, any business or entity

22

that is operating or selling wares on the side

23

of the road on County property must obtain a

24

vendor's license.

25

By the definition

Now, we presently have,

I believe, about
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1

13 license permits that are issued.

2

only 13, a lot of those permits have multiple

3

locations.

4

recall, at least 13 different locations where

5

they intend to vend, and the way the ordinance

6

is written, it's issued per permit, not per

7

location.

For example, one permit may have, I

So therefore, I believe if we delve or

8
9

While it's

want to make modifications to this fee

10

structure, we first have to go back to the

11

ordinance and look at the ordinance and to

12

and restructure that similar to what was done

13

with the Ocean Recreational Activity business

14

permit, to look at the full scope.

15
16
17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
it says here 35.
MR. VILA:

Okay.

So you said 13, but

So, and you are saying it's

Yes, when we -- we looked at historical

18

numbers and averaged.

19

database that we have yesterday and certain ones

20

that expired.

21

there were I believe 19.

I looked at the active ones, and

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

23

MR. VILA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

I just looked at the

Nineteen left.

Nineteen?
Yes.
But many of those have

multiple locations?
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1

MR. VILA:

That is correct.

2

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

And so the subsidy

3

is -- do they have to, like, have Department of

4

Health -- you guys have to check with Department

5

of Health?

6

than the actual fee?

7

MR. VILA:

Okay.

I mean, why lS it so much higher

Let me -- let me clarify.

The 35

8

is actually -- on the quantity amount, that's

9

actually the number of permits or applications

10

that we would receive.

Of those, we presently

11

have permitted about 19, give or take a few that

12

have lapsed or have not renewed.

13

applications do get denied.

Some of those

It still goes through the reVlew process

14
15

where we incur the cost.

16

recommendations from Planning and from Police,

17

we didn't have a basis to issue that permit;

18

therefore, it was denied.

19

didn't charge anything because at the present

20

time, the fee itself is whenever we lssue a

21

permit, it will be so much.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

23

MR. VILA:

As a result of that

If it's denied, we

Okay.

So to answer your other part of the

24

question lS the fees -- it's subsidized, but

25

that's -- as it was explained,

I believe, it's
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1

the actual additional costs that are incurred by

2

the Planning Department as well as the Police

3

Department in the reVlew of one vendor location.

4

Because we didn't have a way of saying, okay,

5

here is all the applications we have and give us

6

a full cost.

7

how much does it cost.
Now, if the police would -- I would

8
9

We want a cost for one location,

venture to say, if they were to review multiple

10

locations, the -- the cost would corne down

11

slightly because it takes the same amount,

12

probably not that much more time in the actual

13

preparation of the report, and looking at some

14

overlapping costs that they may incur.

15
16
17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Vila.

Appreciate it.
CHAIR KANE:

Any further questions, Members?
Hearing none, Members, the Chair lS just

18
19

gOlng to call for a very brief recess.

20

Subject to the call of the Chair.

(Gavel.)

21

RECESS:

11:31 a.m.

22

RECONVENE:

11:32 p.m.

23

CHAIR KANE:

(Gavel.) Okay, Members, we are

24

reconvened.

25

break.

Okay.

Thank you for that very brief
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Mr. Ginoza, Members, provided us with a

1

2

summary of changes to the rates and fees for

3

Fiscal Year 2007.

4

you all should have.
I believe it was placed on your chairs

5

6

this morning, Ms. Sakamoto; is that correct?

7

MS. SAKAMOTO:

8

CHAIR KANE:

9

It is a three-page item that

Yes.
Okay.

So you should all have that.

Members, again, it's the summary of the

10

changes to the rates and fees.

11

if you would like, at this time.

12

through the changes to see, and then at

13

some point, Members, if you have any questions

14

on either the changes or items that have not

15

been changed that you would like to have some

16

level of discussion, we can do that.

17

We can go ahead,
We can walk
at

And I would propose that we take that

18

approach versus walk through and look at every

19

single one In the interest of time and

20

resources, if we can do that.

21
22

Mr. Hokama.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman,

I appreciate your

23

recommendation.

I am happy to support your

24

consideration of that.

25

you and the other Members of the Committee is

My only suggestion to
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1

maybe, after we talk about the certification,

2

then we maybe can go to the actual rates

3

adjustments within real property?

4

CHAIR KANE:

So the very first one we find,

on the

5

top, we will pass that for now, Members, okay,

6

and we will get right into where we start

7

discussing the fees,

8

will walk through that from now until our lunch

9

break, and then when we come back after lunch,

10

General Fund fees, etc.

we will get into the rates.

11

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Chairman.

12

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Okay.

13

Any additional comments or questions?

14

Ms. Tavares.

15

We

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes,

I

just have just a

16

comment that maybe won't be well received by

17

anybody, but it is my opinion, and I would like

18

to express my oplnlon.

19

Parts of these rates and fee changes

20

that are being proposed, some of them effect

21

very little revenue in comparison with an over

22

$400 million budget for the County of Maui.

23

before we get too tired, we should be focusing

24

our energy on those big-ticket items; and things

25

that are important but of lesser impact, let's
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1

say, on the budget, that we can go over it

2

briefly and just look at that but not spend a

3

whole lot of time quibbling about whether it

4

should be $2 more or 2.50 -- $2.50 more, or not

5

at all.
So I

6

just ask that we kind of move In

7

that direction because we have a huge day ahead

8

of us, a most important one coming up when we

9

talk about real property tax certification and

10

all of that, and we need to try to stay as sharp

11

as possible because that impacts a whole lot of

12

people's lives.
And I

13

just wanted to share that with the

14

Committee and -- and try to help us focus on

15

what -- what I think we should be focusing on,

16

which is the most heavy areas, the biggest

17

revenues, and the most impact for our community_

18

Thanks.

19
20

21

CHAIR KANE:

No, and your comments are very well

appreciated, Ms. Tavares.
Any other questions?

We will take this

22

opportunity agaln to dispose of walking through

23

every single page, and then instead walk through

24

the changes that were recommended in the

25

proposal, and then if you have any questions, we
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MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Chair, may I.
I

4

just wanted to mention that the -- I

5

really wasn't sure as to the approach of the

6

the Members will be taking in terms of

7

addressing this issue.

8

general for the Departments to be available to

9

discuss their different areas, but as of now,

So I have asked In

10

haven't really asked them to be here.

11

respect to, as we go through the discussions,

12

you know,

13

fees are all about, so I will have to defer to

14

the Departments.

15

CHAIR KANE:

I

So with

I won't pretend that I know what the

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Why don't

16

we go ahead and start, Members, under -- on page

17

3, which

18

with the page 2 for now, we will get back to

19

that.

20

from General Fund fees to the Special Revenue

21

Trust Funds, and the explanation for that.

22
23

lS

listed.

Again, we will disDense
~

Page 3, the permits for Ocean Recreation

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It says page 1 on our thing,

I think.

24

CHAIR KANE:

Oh, I am sorry.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Oh, I see.

You are reading
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the left margin?
CHAIR KANE:

Yes,

I am.

I am sorry, Members.

We are

3

on page 1 of the handout, but on the left side

4

margin.

5

is relevant to your -- your Budget Ordinance.

I am just referencing that page which

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR KANE:

8

teasing.

See, not even evening yet.

So much for being sharp now.
Teasing.

Okay, Members.

I am
Thank you.

So, it is found on your page 3, so

9

10

anything as far as references will be in your

11

Budget Ordinance, the Appendix B, Members.

12

new Fire Code is on page 17, Members.

The

And basically, what -- what our Budget

13
14

Director has done lS just extract out and put

15

into this area so we can see it highlighted.
Mr. Ginoza.

16
17
18
19

MR. GINOZA:

Excuse me, Mr. Chair.

Did you want me

to go through this
CHAIR KANE:

No,

I am just going to ask the Members

20

if they have any questions in these areas on the

21

adjustments.

22

We have the Fiscal Year '06, the current

23

year, and then the adjustment.

As an example,

24

the fire inspection outside normal business

25

hours, it went from 60 down to 35 for a two-hour
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So that just makes sure that they get

Mr. Chair, may I

just make a comment on

this issue?

5

CHAIR KANE:

Yes.

6

MR. GINOZA:

There's a conceptual difference with

7

respect to the Fire Department -- Fire Code.

8

the past, the fees were within the Fire Code,

9

and with the new ordinance, the fees are now

10

within the Appendix B.

11

annually, and that can be changed relatively

12

easier than before.

13
14

CHAIR KANE:

Very good.

In

So that's determined

Questions In this area,

Members?

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

No questions.

17

CHAIR KANE:

Moving through, Members.

Okay.

No.

Any

18

questions in the area we talked about PALS last

19

night, Members, briefly, the 2 -- $2 to $3, and

20

then there's adjustments for the multi-children

21

participation.

22

Okay.

Moving on, Members, the

23

after-the-fact permit fees, to increase the

24

penalties for not obtaining proper building and

25

planning permit from the Planning Department.
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Any comments in this area?

2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Just one quick one, Chairman.

Go ahead, Mr. Hokama.
That's okay.

Maybe I will look

5

at, as part of my proposal, maybe doubling the

6

fee is not enough for an after-the-fact permit.

7

Unless Corp. Counsel has a comment to dissuade

8

this Committee not to change the after-the-fact

9

permit because of something that we may not be

10
11

aware of currently.
CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Fujita, are you prepared to make any

12

comment as far as any limits on our -- on our

13

discussion in this area regarding after-the-fact

14

permits?

15

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

Mr. Chair,

just a general

16

comment that fees need to be related to the cost

17

of providing the serVlce, so a determination

18

would need to be made if you were going to

19

double the fees,

20

work, basically, to do an after-the-fact permit?

21

CHAIR KANE:

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

lS it approximately double the

Okay.
So may I

just ask one other

question?

24

CHAIR KANE:

Please.

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Please do.
Can we add a penalty in this
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1

portion of the budget for after-the-fact permit

2

because a penalty is a punitive action of the

3

government on an illegal activity, and I can

4

understand your comment about a fee, but I think

5

the Members of what we have been going through

6

for many years I think is more concerned that

7

the penalty should be more appropriate and

8

may -- may be more appropriate.

9

please?

10

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

So any comment,

There -- I think there is

11

already probably a penalty for -- well, I guess

12

it would depend on what -- what the permit was

13

for, but say for constructing a building

14

illegally,

15

penalty -- oh, okay, a penalty.

So that would

16

be possible.

look at

17

increasing that penalty, maybe.

18
19

22
23
24
25

We could increase,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Excuse me, Mr. Chair.

I

can't hear her.
What was the very last thing that you

20
21

I would -- I think there is already a

said, Ms. Villarosa?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

There's a penalty portion already

existing.
CHAIR KANE:

We will have her repeat the comment.

She is just getting some reference right now.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And Chairman, the only reason I

2

ask that is the proposal is $1,000 minimum, but

3

if the actual process and everything is less

4

than that, then how could this be proposed plus

5

the 10 to 50 percent of the project valuation.

6

So I am just trying to get a -- a better

7

understanding.

Thank you.

8

CHAIR KANE:

9

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

10
11

Ms. Fujita, are you prepared to respond?
I am sorry.

I didn't -- I

didn't catch the comments.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think, first,

if -- if you

12

could, please, repeat what your earlier comment.

13

I think some of the Members weren't clear on

14

your comments, please, Ms. Corporation Counsel.

15

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

Okay.

Basically, that

16

penalties and fees are two separate things.

17

Fees need to be related to the cost of providing

18

that serVlce.

19

Hokama mentioned, are a penalty.

Penalties, as Councilmember

So we -- and I believe there lS probably

20
21

already some penalty, some fine,

22

either in the Code or in Administrative Rules

23

regarding, say, building a structure without a

24

permit.

25

set forth

So if Council wanted to look at
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1

increasing that penalty, that is something we

2

can -- we can look at.

3

increasing the -- the fee, then the Department

4

needs to be able to justify that the cost of

5

that serVlce is comparable to the fee that

6

it's -- it's charging.

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

If you are looking at

Chairman, if I may ask,

8

okay, in the proposed ordinance, and I don't

9

know if you have a copy, Corporation Counsel,

10

this lS how I understand the proposal.

11

on page 25, they have listed the fees under

12

Planning Department.

13

subsection called exception, exceptions to fees.

Then they have a

So does it makes a difference?

14

Because

Because

15

now we are saying this lS outside of fees.

16

lS -- as I understand, so after-the-fact permit

17

and what we are going to be assessing is an

18

exception to the fee, and could that be viewed

19

as -- as part of the penalty?

20

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

Let me -- I would have to --

21

let me go look at the

22

the

23
24
25

This

you are talking about

the actual Budget Ordinance?

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

Yes.

So it's a proposal that it's not a -actually a fee anymore, Mr. Chair, unless I am
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1

really misreading this -- this section of the

2

ordinance.
It lS on page 25, Members, of

3
4

Appendix B.

5

comes under Planning Department,

6

there's a bold lettering called Exceptions to

7

Fees.

8

It's on the top third of the page,

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

9

No,

Oh,

fees, and

I see.

I don't think that these are

10

non-fees.

11

are -- they look like they are in addition, in

12

addition to the fees that are previously stated.

13

These

these are fees, but they

There can only be fees in this section

14

of the budget,

15

be set forth in -- either in the Code or in the

16

Administrative Rules.

17
18
19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

in Appendix B.

Okay.

Penalties would

I will follow up on this

on my own, Chairman, thank you.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Just -- just an additional

20

thought on this area.

21

on what Corporation Counsel just stated, the

22

current fee in effect for the after-the-fact

23

permits, the doubling, as well as the proposal,

24

contradict Corporation Counsel's comments.

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

It seems as though, based

That's why, Chair.
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And so Corporation Counsel needs to

2

assist this body, as well as Administration, In

3

their proposals on the -- I guess the

4

applicable -- you know, having it apply as

5

defined what a fee is.

6

double it, which is currently the way it is.

You can't simply just

But anyway, if we can have some

7
8

communication to that, we would appreciate it,

9

to Corporation Counsel, and that's going to

10

assist us.

11

Any other questions?

12

Ms. Anderson.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yes, thank you.

You know, because this lS an

14
15

after-the-fact permit fee,

16

that they have done something in violation of

17

the law.

18

after-the-fact fee the requirement that the

19

penalty for violation also be paid with the fee?

20

that inherently says

So could we attach to this

In other words, you know,

I know that we

21

do have the penalty rates, whatever they are,

22

but often they are not -- they are not issued.

23

I mean, we were told by the Planning Director

24

that they want to focus on compliance, and so

25

they don't issue fines.

And, you know, there
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1

has to be some way that a person can't just come

2

in and get their permit after the fact.

3

what's $1,000?

4

compared to the cost that they have saved by not

5

going through the normal process like everyone

6

else has to.

That's nothing, you know,

7

So

8

this fee a proviso,

9

that it's a minimum fee.

lS

I mean,

there a way that we can attach to
just like it says right now,
It's double what the

10

normal fee is, and none of the fees are over 110

11

bucks, so double would be 120 -- I mean 220.

12

And instead, we are -- we are changing this to

13

$1,000 minimum, plus up to 50 percent of the

14

assessed value or the project valuation.

15

And that leaves it real ambiguous, too,

16

because it's up to the Director.

17

to 50 percent.

18

in this fee similar to the condition that's

19

being proposed that says a minimum of $1,000 for

20

the fee,

21

assessed for the violation?

You know, can we put a condition

including all penalties that would be

22

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

23

CHAIR KANE:

24

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

25

It can be 10

Mr. Chair.

Ms. Fujita.
I think that that language

would need to be added in the penalty section,
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1

either wherever -- either if it lS In the Code

2

or in the Administrative Rules.

3

now,

4

mandatory

5

initial fine.

6

fines that are waived are the daily fines that

7

accrue.

8

maybe not give the Director the discretion to

9

waive daily fines,

10

I think right

if I am not mistaken, there's a
the mandatory minimum lS the
Those fines are not waived.

The

So this Council could amend the law to

mandatory.

and then they would all be

You know, something like that.

But I don't think tying it to the fee

11
12

you know,

13

separate things, and the lssue is -- the issue

14

that I am hearing is not -- is enforcement, and

15

not

not going -- not following through with

16

the

with the fines and the penalties.

17

that can be addressed in that area.

I think there -- they are really two

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19

CHAIR KANE:

20

Okay.

And

Thanks.

Any more questions in this area,

Members?
Okay.

21

Let's move on.

On page 26,

22

Members, you have the route descriptions and the

23

charging of fares for ridership on the public

24

bus transit system.

25

Members?

Any questions here,
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1

Moving on to page 27, Wastewater

2

Division is making a recommendations for

3

increases as our -- part of our discussion from

4

the last budget session where this body asked

5

for a phase-in versus a one-time hit.

6

is that representation, Members, or that

7

proposal, following through with that request.
On page 3 of your handout, page 30 in

8
9

So this

your Budget Ordinance, rate increase at the

10

landfill tipping from $43 to $47, Members.

11

questions in this area?

12

in your Budget Ordinance.

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

CHAIR KANE:

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any

On page 37, 38, and 39

Chairman.

Yes.
Please excuse me.

No problem.
On -- on page 30,

I would just

18

ask that the -- the Members are currently

19

receiving a handout from staff, from a letter by

20

Mr. Gunther to Mr. Pontanilla, and --

21

CHAIR KANE:

Yeah, thanks.

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And last night,

I believe, I

23

brought up to Public Works the concern about the

24

recycling and green waste, and I believe we

25

heard that the Department response of a two-year
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grant for South Maui.
As I understand Mr. Gunther's letter, he

2

not asking for a grant.

He is asking that we

3

lS

4

consider increasing the rate per ton so that

5

I -- I guess he is looking at competition, and

6

being able to provide service on an equal

7

playing field.

8

make note of that, Chairman.

9

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

10

this area?

11

letter?

Thank you.

Any additional comments In

Members had a chance to review the

I know you are taking that time now.
Okay.

12

So I would just -- wanted to

And we will have opportunity,

13

Members, to review that and see if they are

14

going to make a note in your -- In your

15

recommendations for the discussion next week.
Moving on to pages 37, 38, and 39,

16
17

Members, water service rates.

18

adjustments being made, or proposed, excuse me.

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

CHAIR KANE:

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

There are

Chairman.

Yes, Mr. Hokama.
I

I don't -- would the Budget

22

Director be able to tell us how much the total

23

revenue from agriculture consumers make up the

24

water revenue?

25

20 percent?

Is it like 30 percent?
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I -- I don't -- I do not know.

1

MR. GINOZA:

2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

Mr. Chairman,

4

we -- we tend to say one thing and then we do

5

opposite actions.

6

promote strengthening our agricultural component

7

of this County, and yet I

8

be finding ways of assisting our farmers,

9

local farmers, our local ag producers.

Okay.
I

And again -- agaln,

just bring up this area because

We say we promote ag, we

I think we should
our

And I can appreciate Water Department

10
11

needs to balance their books.

12

agricultural component the place to ask for

13

those increases, if we are committed to

14

agricultural sustainability to be continued on

15

into the future?

16

this is one area I have a concern about,

17

Chairman, thank you.

18

CHAIR KANE:

Is the

So I just bring that up that

Mr. Hokama, we do have the Director of

19

Water here in the Chamber.

20

have him come down to provide some comment In

21

this area?

22
23
24
25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Would you like to

I think that would be

informational, Chair.
CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you, Members, without

objection, Mr. Tengan, if you can please come
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1

forward, we would appreciate it.

2

identify yourself for the record, please.
And Mr. Hokama, you have the floor.

3
4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. TENGAN:

6
7

8

If you can

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

George Tengan,

Director, Department of Water Supply.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Director, thank you for being

willing to join us this morning.
I was asking the Budget Director, are

9

10

you -- can you tell us about what percentage of

11

your revenue budget agricultural users

12

contribute, please?

13
14
15

MR. TENGAN:

Off the top my head,

I would say between

10 and 15 percent of our total revenue.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So if we were to maybe go lower

16

than the proposed rate increases, do you see

17

really negatively impacting your -- your

18

Department's ability to operate?

19

you know, and I

20

hope you heard some of our earlier comments

21

about my statement about, you know, we -- we say

22

we support ag, and I was hoping to try and help

23

provide active agricultural operations to remain

24

viable by maybe considering not giving them rate

25

increases.

And I think,

just put that in context of I
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Can you give us your comment, if any,

1

2
3

please?
MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair, if you would notice, they do

4

charge on a regular amount for consumers,

5

between zero and 10,000 gallons of consumption,

6

$1.55 per 1,000 gallons; whereas, we're charging

7

ag users 85 cents.

8

25,000 gallons that we would be charging them 85

9

cents.

This would be beyond

So up to 25,000 gallons, the regular

10
11

consumer would be paying, in addition to the ag

12

user,

13

25,000, the general consumer would be paying

14

$2.84; whereas, the ag user and the non-potable

15

ag user would be paying only 85 cents.

16

that's a difference of about $2 per

17

1,000 gallons, right there.

$2.40 per 1,000 gallons.

Then after

So

18

Members should keep In mind that, except

19

for the Kula Ag Park, we need to provide potable

20

quality water, and until such time that the dual

21

ag line that's being constructed by the State is

22

ready to take on ag users, we -- all the water

23

that we provide in the Upcountry area, where

24

most of the ag activity is taking place, all

25

all of their water is going through the
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1

treatment plants and need to be brought up to

2

drinking water standards.

3

going -- for ag use when it's not really

4

necessary to do that.

5

in, then we will be able to provide untreated

6

water to the ag users.

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And you know, it's

When the ag line comes

And that's why, you know,

8

I think your comments would be very informative

9

for us.

10

So currently, we do have a subcategory

11

of non-potable ag water, but we do not provide

12

currently non-potable ag water?

13

MR. TENGAN:

14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MR. TENGAN:

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

We do only at the Kula Ag Park.
Only at the Kula Ag Park.

Yes.
So it is a very small portion

compared to the treated water?

18

MR. TENGAN:

That's correct.

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's correct.

We are looking at, what,

20

2 percent, 1 percent of your total transmission

21

or distribution?

22

MR. TENGAN:

I would say probably the Kula Ag Park

23

users would be -- account for 10 to 20 percent

24

of the total ag usage.

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Of ag usage.

Okay.
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2
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you, Chairman.

Direct -- Director, the worst-case

5
6

scenario, then,

7

your CIP projects are stopped, and what else

8

happens to the Department in terms of being able

9

to continue providing or delivering the service?

10

MR. TENGAN:

if there was no rate increase,

Well, the proposed increases are to

11

cover our increases in energy costs, electrical

12

pumping costs and also for gas and diesel to run

13

our vehicles.

14

increases that the bargaining unit employees are

15

gOlng to be getting effective July 1st.

And also, to take care of the

Without any lncrease, we would have to

16
17

bring our transfers from the general revenues

18

into the CIP replacement fund, but this year, we

19

are proposing $1.4 million.

20

out.

21

services.

22

would be wanting for service, and -- and we

23

would be in a very difficult position in

24

responding to emergencles.

25

That would be wiped

And we would have to make drastic cuts in
Basically, our consumers would be

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So in terms of the water study
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1

that was -- that we spoke about during the last

2

budget session, where last Fiscal Year there was

3

a 12 percent increase and then this is supposed

4

to be the second part of that projected

5

increase, is -- would that be the last of

6

increases for at least a year?

7

MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair, initially, when we started

8

working on the budget for '07, we -- we knew we

9

had to provide for a rate increase to cover our
expenses, like for,

just

10

increase in expend

11

as an example, if you will -- if you will

12

recall,

13

alone would account for $3.7 million increase in

14

the total, and -- and the gas and diesel, also.

15

And a substantial amount for the increase lS

16

gOlng to be taken up by the bargaining unit

17

increases in pay.

18

I think we said that electrical costs

In wrapplng up our

So anyway, before

19

proposal to the Mayor, we had to come out with

20

another 12 percent increase rather than a

21

7 percent increase that was being looked --

22

looked at by the former -- or the prevlous

23

stakeholders committee.

24

there won't be any more proposed rate increases.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

So I cannot say that

Well,

I was just
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1

looking, Mr. Director, at relief.

Because

2

when -- when you take a look at the water bills

3

itself, because the water bill is inclusive of

4

the sewer bill, I mean, you get -- you get a

5

shock when you take a look at the end, the end

6

result, and because -- because the Department

7

had gotten their percentage of increase last

8

Fiscal Year, perhaps to double that at this

9

point with the same number might be a little too

10

high.

11

be considered, and of course, obviously, my

12

preference would be one year at least of relief.

13

But that's not the realistic approach so I hear

14

from the Department.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

15
16

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Ms. Anderson.

17
18

Perhaps a lesser amount could be -- could

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Tengan, would you refresh my memory.

19
20

Did we -- did we give a 12 percent increase to

21

ag -- ag water users last year?

22

MR. TENGAN:

I can't recall that it was applied to

23

the ag usage also; however, it does look like it

24

was applied.

25

80 cents per 1,000 gallons was the 72 cents or

I believe the amount before that
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thereabouts.

So it must have been applied.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Right,

for both categories,

potable and non-potable?

4

MR. TENGAN:

Correct.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And did the rate folks or

6

your committee ever consider making a

7

differential between the rates for potable and

8

non-potable?

9

MR. TENGAN:

I don't know that they did consider

10

that; however, I can tell you that In the case

11

of the non-potable water that's being service --

12

served at the Kula Ag Park, we do incur pumping

13

costs from the HC&S reservoir.

14

it up three stations so that the top area of the

15

ag park can be serviced.

16

have pumping costs involved.

We need to pump

So, you know, we do

And for your information,

17

I do use as a

18

guide -- well, I have been uSlng as a guide,

19

that it costs us anywheres [sic] from 25 to 30

20

cents per 1,000 gallons to lift the water one

21

level.

22

change in elevation.

23

300 feet up to 600 feet, we would be paying,

24

just electrical pumping costs, up to 30 cents

25

per 1,000 gallons.

And that level is based upon a 300-foot
So if you pump water from
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1

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

2

CHAIR KANE:

3
4

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Additional questions?
Mr. Pontanilla followed by Mr. Molina.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Just to clarify, the -- the increase In

5

6

the water rates,

7

year that we were gOlng to do it in phases as

8

far as the increases not only water but also

9

with sewer.

I know we talked about it last

Is this a final -- final increase

10

in regards to the proposals that were made last

11

year?

12

MR. TENGAN:

I believe the proposal that was taken up

13

by the stakeholders committee was for about five

14

years.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

MR. TENGAN:

17

second

18

Yeah.

And so this would be only the

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

19

years.

20

MR. TENGAN:

Yeah.

Five years.

The second of the five

But already we're off, you know.

21

As I stated earlier, we were looking at doing a

22

7 percent increase, but now we are looking at a

23

12 percent increase, and that's primarily

24

because of the increase in costs for pumping and

25

the -- and the labor costs.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

As far as the

2

sewer, the study also included that the raise In

3

the sewer fees would be for five years also?

4

MR. TENGAN:

No, the study didn't take into account

5

the sewer billings; however,

6

there's an automatic impact whenever we increase

7

our rates sewer billings are increased also.

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

MR. TENGAN:

10
11

I do believe

Okay.

So maybe the Sewer Department should be

giving us some revenues, too, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

12
13

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Molina.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

Mr. Tengan, was there any consideration

15
16

glven to increasing development fees, water

17

development fees?

18

MR. TENGAN:

Not

not at this time.

Although, I

19

would say that it might be appropriate.

20

the last time it was established was about

21

three, four years ago.

22

construction has gone up considerably.

23

Because

And since then costs of

As an example, when we bid out jobs

24

recently, the jobs have come or the bids have

25

come In, you know, at least 150 -- 150 percent
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above budget, so ...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

3

Chairman.

Hopefully,

4

with the rates here.

And one last question,

I will try to tie it in

If I recall during the last budget

5

6

sesslon, we were talking about the customer

7

class rate, the customer class base rates, and

8

the intent,

9

and assist, you know, people in low and moderate

10

I think, was to support conservation

incomes.

11

MR. TENGAN:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

13

progressed?

14

MR. TENGAN:

Correct.
How has that program

We haven't taken any steps to move into

that area, yet.

16

working on the database to

17

different users.

18

that database, then we can proceed at looking at

19

the customer classes.

20
21
22
23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

We are

I believe we are

15

to classify the

And once we have confidence in

And do you know about how long

that will take?
MR. TENGAN:

I -- I have no idea at this point In

time.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.
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Thank you.
Any final questions, Members, before we

3

wrap it up on the handout?

4

Yes, Ms. Anderson.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I would just like a little

6

help here, Chair.

7

development fees, either in the ordinance or the

8

handout?

9
10

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Ginoza, provide us with a

preference.

11

MR. TENGAN:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13
14
15

Page 39.

Mr. Chair, it lS on page 39.
Thank you.

Okay.

Thank

you.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Any more questions for

Water, Members?
If not, Mr. Tengan, thank you.

16
17

Where are the water service

Appreciate it.

18

MR. TENGAN:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

19

CHAIR KANE:

Members, the final area lS on page 41,

20

the Ocean Recreational Activities, moving from

21

General Funds to Special Revenue.

22

dollar amounts, they show the 500 per year for

23

up to three locations, 100 for each additional

24

location.

25

And then the

And then also, under the fire plan
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1

revlew fee,

there's been an adjustment there.

2

Not in the rates itself, but as far as -- as far

3

as the Fire Code.
Okay.

4

Members, seeing no additional

5

questions, we are going to go ahead and take our

6

lunch break, and then we will corne back,

7

Members.

8

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah.

9

CHAIR KANE:

1:45 is our return time, Members.

10

Is 1:45 okay with you?

Okay.

This Committee stands in recess.

(Gavel.)

12:10 p.m.

11

RECESS:

12

RECONVENE:

13

CHAIR KANE:

1:53 p.m.

(Gavel.) All right.

Members, we are

14

reconvened.

15

break.

16

afternoon's seSSlon, we have the Vice-Chair of

17

the Committee, Member Hokama, as well as Members

18

Anderson, Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares,

19

Kane.

20

Thank you very much for that lunch

For the record,

in attendance for this

Members, we are going to continue.

We

21

have again with us our Director of Finance,

22

Mr. Kalbert Young.

23

should already have in your possession, lS the

24

April 19th certification of net taxable real

25

property, titled, and we received that, Members.

Excuse me.

And as you
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1

And I think we had handed out two specific pages

2

that are already incorporated into that thick

3

handout, but this is, I think, what we can

4

reference as we go through the County of Maui

5

real property tax certification as of

6

April 19th, 2006.
Members, any questions before we move

7
8

forward with openlng that discussion and giving

9

the Director of Finance opening remarks?
Hearing none, good afternoon, Mr. Young.

10
11
12
13

MR. YOUNG:

Good afternoon, Mr. Chair.

Good

afternoon, Members.
As the Chair mentioned, I distributed,

14

based on the certification that was provided

15

as -- as required by Maui County Code, that was

16

submitted to the clerk's office yesterday, I

17

provided the two handouts that essentially just

18

summarizes the rather substantive and lengthy

19

document that is certification.

20

landscape document that is entitled Maui County

21

Real Property Tax Fiscal Year 2006 to 2007,

22

Certified Values for Revenue Projections,

23

4/19/2006.

24
25

And one lS a

And other one is a portrait-formatted
document, single page, that -- this is the one
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1

that has the dark gray rows on it, and this is

2

entitled 2006 Assessment Year, Fiscal Year 2007,

3

County of Maui, Real Property Tax Certification,

4

April 19th, 2006.
Referring to the former sheet, the

5

6

landscaped sheet, what I have done is I have

7

shown you the

8

in the County of Maui, the net taxable value

9

that is presented on certification as well as

for each land class that exists

10

what the Department has estimated as a valuation

11

under appeals, to get to the projected value for

12

our revenue calculation.

13

this in to what is the proposed tax rate as

14

presented in the Mayor's budget to provide the

15

FY '07 revenue projection.

16

column.

17

And then I have tied

This is the middle

What the Members may realize is that,

18

based on this calculation, the certified --

19

using the certified numbers, our FY '07 revenue

20

projection is slightly less than that is what --

21

which is presented in the Mayor's budget

22

proposal by approximately 350,000.

23

due in large part to the percent or estimate of

24

valuation on appeal.

25

up the valuation on appeal amount.

And this is

We have -- we have stepped
But you
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1

know, the valuation on appeal is, of course, an

2

estimate.

3

So overall, the net revenue estimate,

4

including approximately 1.3 million for the

5

effect of the Circuit Breaker credits, revenue

6

is projected at $199,677,474.

7

include the proposed FY '07 tax rates to be that

8

as which was submitted by the Mayor.

9

And again, these

The other sheet the handout has for each

10

of the land class descriptions,

11

land classes, has the breakdown based on

12

building and then by land value.

13

Maui County Code does allow for a tax rate to be

14

applied for both building and land for each land

15

class designation, but historically, both of the

16

rates for building or land have been identical

17

for each land class.

18

here is what the different land classifications,

19

building and land, and what is the applicable

20

rate and the projected revenue.

21

for each ten

Currently, the

So what I am showing you

Joining with me, with -- joining me

22

today from the Real Property Tax Division is the

23

Real Property Tax Administrator, Mr. Lance

24

Okumura, and both of us are available to respond

25

to any Member's questions in regards to real
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Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR KANE:

4

Thank you.
Members, we will go ahead and open it up

5

and we will start -- I think we started last

6

with Member Tavares, and I came back around, so

7

Ms. Anderson,

8

work our way through.

9

I will start with you, and we will

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

10

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you for that explanation,

11

Mr. Young.

12

further clarification of this count change and

13

what it actually reflects?

14

MR. YOUNG:

Could you maybe just give us a

Sure.

This count change doesn't reflect

15

anything more than at the -- on the date of

16

certification, we looked at what the count was

17

from Fiscal Year '06, and on the date of

18

certification, we looked at what the count was

19

for each of these classifications on FY '07.

20

the count change is nothing more than just the

21

net effect as of

22

certification.

23

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

on the date of

So there's no way to know

24

about improved residential, the decrease In

25

improved residential, if that means people are
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1

selling the improved residential or if it's

2

moving into

I am sorry.

3

residential

no,

4

homeowner.

5

MR. YOUNG:

Right.

I meant unimproved

improved residential into

There -- there

lS

no way to look

6

at this presentation here and to ascertain where

7

movements were from -- you know, which class

8

into which ones.

9

actually be quite more in-depth, look into the

10

In fact,

that analysis would

actual database itself.

11

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

12

real estate people

13

would have some indication.

14

at is are investors who have invested In

15

speculative real estate bailing out.

16

MR. YOUNG:

I am just wondering if maybe
that real estate industry
What I am getting

Yeah, actually, that -- there would be no

17

way for Department of Finance actually to even

18

confirm that in looking at our database.

19

would be -- I don't want to speculate, but we

20

would have to make some judgments, basically,

21

from the data.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

23

Chair.

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

Yeah.

Okay.

It

Thank you,

I will yield.
Thank you.
Mr. Hokama.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman, thank you.

2

My questions are just to get a handle,

3

and I know sometimes our difficulty lS how the

4

print media presents information to our

5

community, and people like you are professionals

6

who work with this information daily, know that

7

just because valuation goes up,

8

100 percent, it doesn't mean your tax bill will

9

raise -- be raised 100 percent.

let's say,

There still is

10

the rate component of the formula that will then

11

determine what is actually the net increase from

12

the prevlous year.
So saying that, we do know that we have

13
14

had tremendous increases in valuation because

15

Council adjusts the rate, and we have tried to

16

offset the percentages of increase in valuation

17

as it relates to the tax bill by lowering the

18

tax rate, and for -- historically, we have

19

provided homeowners a relief through exemptions.

20

So my question to start off this
did the

21

afternoon is what basis did you folks

22

Administration choose to increase the budget by

23

23 percent?

24

high?

25

MR. YOUNG:

Just because valuation went up so

Well, Mr. Ginoza could actually expound a
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1

little bit more on the process, but the budget

2

is not set up based on,

3

tax will bring in.

4

revenue, essentially, is set to cover those

5

projects and those parts of the budget which

6

have been deemed to be the priority and as

7

presented.

8
9

like, what real property

The real property tax

This year lS a prime example, Fiscal
Year '07's proposal is a prime example, because

10

there are rate reductions projected for seven of

11

the ten different property classifications In

12

varylng capacities.

13

had -- for example, if we had kept the rates the

14

same, the County could have realized a lot more

15

revenue and we would have been able to

16

accommodate a lot more projects that the Council

17

would have considered.

18

have reduced the rates even further and

19

presented the Council with a lot less revenue

20

for a lot less projects as well.

21

The County, you know,

if we

And similarly, we could

The Department of Finance,

lS, you know,

22

our estimations on the value that was presented

23

to the Mayor just basically allowed for the

24

Mayor to valuate which of the projects,

25

operations, programs, to what degree were
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1

required or he felt that he wanted to present in

2

his budget proposal.

3

Finance, and the Director did respond with the

4

various evaluations of the proposed tax rates

5

that are before you.

6

And then in Department of

So I -- I wouldn't want to say that the

7

23 percent increase in real property tax

8

collection year over year is due because of

9

increased valuations.

10

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And I understand what you are

11

saying, you know, Mr. Director.

12

you know, it proposes still 23 percent more in

13

cash, and you know, the way I am calculating

14

General Fund, we are going to look at close to a

15

$25 million carryover to work with.

16

But similarly,

And that, you sure telling us you want

17

to generate $37 million more in cash, and yet

18

the amount of borrowing -- you know, we worked

19

hard to bring this County back in fiscal

20

discipline, and you know,

I see a cycle back to

21

12 years ago.

I

22

community or taxpayers to know the big picture

23

with the cash and borrowing.

24

to a 500 million budget in one year, first

25

question is is that sustainable?

And again,

I

just want the

From a 400 million

If we get two
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1

consecutive years next year of bad revenue or

2

bad valuation, what happens to this big increase

3

from this year?
You know,

4

I

would hate for let go

5

employees we -- we going to agree to add.

6

would hate for cut programs we -- there's going

7

to be a lot of more hurting from our

8

overzealousness to spend because it's a good

9

year.

10

And again, I

I

just sharing with you my

general conservativeness with the money.
But how did you folks arrive with the

11
12

varlous degrees of tax reduction in each

13

category?

14

the Administration, like the Council, has always

15

shown homeowners a sensitivity, per se, to the

16

other categories.

17

why, let's say, agriculture got "X"

18

versus industrial versus commercial?

19

MR. YOUNG:

Was there a -- of course, you know,

But was there any magic In
amount

Not really, in the sense that there was

20

some quantifiable evaluation for why it's, you

21

know, 15 percent as opposed to 10 percent.

22

number one focus was in the homeowners

23

classification, the Mayor's desire that revenue

24

over the entire classification be flat.

25

that is the reason why it's -- the rate is
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1

proposed to be $2.14 as opposed to $2.15 or

2

$2.16.
it's minus .57 percent, but

3

And it's

4

at the time that

5

certification, what lS before you.

6

time that the Mayor

7

benefit of certification when he looks at real

8

property tax revenues.

9

look at what our Department estimated, a flash

this is based on
But at the

the Mayor doesn't get the

So what he had was a

10

total at that date and time.

11

it was -- it was slightly -- slightly higher in

12

the revenue collection than this, but -- than

13

what is presented to you on certification.

14

it was -- it was actually negative .14 or

15

something like that.

16

flat.

17

And at that time,

So it was effectively

And then, again, In balancing across all

18

the other program and budget needs for the

19

County, the -- the revenue could be further

20

reduced across the other property

21

classifications.

22

So

And the Mayor wanted to be generous in

23

the distribution of this -- of the rate cuts to

24

the extent that he wanted to, you know, every

25

property classification to receive some benefit.
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1

And there's some classifications that were

2

that were not afforded the benefit because the

3

revenue got down to a point where it could not

4

get down any further,

5

know,

6

the unimproved residential.

7

see reduce -- reductions in all the other

8

categories.

and that would be, you

for instance, the timeshare category, and
But that is why you

So as -- to answer your question,

9

10

Mr. Hokama, other than the homeowners, the

11

sharing of the savings was distributed across

12

was tried to distribute across all of the

13

classifications.

14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I got a lot more questions,

15

Chairman, but I had my couple of questions.

16

am happy to give the next Member

17

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

Mr. Mateo.

18
19

Appreciate it.

I

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, thank you very much.

Mr. Director, if you can look under the

20
21

valuation on appeal, and if you can help me to

22

understand this whole column, in terms of a

23

period of waiting for an appeal to be done, or

24

is there any kind of a timetable in the process

25

itself?
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Because when you take a look at the

1

2

actual amount of money, and we're only looking

3

at 50 percent on -- on this column here, yeah,

4

it does make -- make a big difference In terms

5

of the revenues for the County.
And right now, because this more or less

6

7

is kind of in suspense or in limbo, at what

8

point is action actually taken?

9

continuously wait?

10

MR. YOUNG:

Do we have to

Would it be okay if I allow Mr. Okumura,

11

slnce he deals with the technical aspect of the

12

Appeals Board?

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

14

CHAIR KANE:

15
16
17

Sure.

Mr. Okumura,

if you can identify

yourself.
MR. OKUMURA:

Lance Okumura, Real Property Tax

Administrator.
Appeals will be -- we have a Board of

18
19

Review that hears these appeals, and it's

20

scheduled on a monthly -- weekly basis if

21

possible.

22

Now, as to when all these appeals will

23

be heard, it will depend on when the Board can

24

meet.

25

quorum, we have to cancel, we have to postpone.

There are times when we don't have a
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1

So you know,

it has -- there's a lot of other

2

factors involved.
However, we try to resolve all cases by

3
4

the end of the year.

5

we weren't able to, and we have had to carry

6

over.

7

I hear,

There have been times when

like in the City and County of

8

Honolulu, they have like 2,000 backlog, you

9

know, they haven't heard from two years back.
I don't think there's a statutory

10
11

requirement that these appeals be heard within

12

a -- within a certain time, but we have to work

13

with the Board.

14

have no control over requiring them to meet

15

weekly or twice a week or whatever.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

We -- they are autonomous.

Okay.

We

So right now, you know,

17

we are looking at over 1,000 appeals.

18

is the capacity of this Board to start to deal

19

with these over 1,000 appeals that's still

20

pending?

21

MR. OKUMURA:

So what

We approximately had about 1,400 that

22

have filed.

So -- a lot of them, maybe 100

23

appeals in one condominium.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

MR. OKUMURA:

It is a timeshare.

Yeah.

So you know,

it will be a mass appeal,
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1

which we -- hopefully, we can present it all

2

together.

3

the Board if they allow us to do that.

4

It depends on the Board Chairman and

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So then, in actuality, then,

5

there is no period of time that the Board must

6

come up with a decision in terms of resolving

7

the appeal?

8
9

MR. OKUMURA:

That lS correct.

could defer to Corp. Counsel.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

11

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:

12

deadline either.

13

Maybe we could -- I

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Please.

Corp. Counsel.

Chair,

Okay.

I am not aware of any

So we -- then what we

14

are actually saying then at this particular

15

point, then, this is an indefinite process, and

16

the more people that continue to appeal, then we

17

can continuously add on to the list, so to

18

speak, and we continue to grow the appeal

19

amount of the valuation on the appeals?

20

MR. OKUMURA:

Yes.

the

The Board -- there's still

21

pending appeals that,

like, they missed the

22

deadline; however, it will be up to the Board

23

whether they will hear it or not.

24

control over that either.

25

appeal, but we don't know if it's going to be

So we have no

We will accept the
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heard or not.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

have appeals that are many years old?

4

MR. OKUMURA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

6

MR. OKUMURA:

7
8

No.

We have been able to hear all those

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Mr. Molina.

11
12

No.

appeals.

9

10

In terms of longevity, then, we

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

Any -- can we have comment on why,

13

I

14

guess, the trend has been to just reduce rates

15

rather than,

16

assessments or assessed values to provide tax

17

relief.

18

assessments?

19

heard that from the community, to look in that

20

direction.

21

MR. YOUNG:

say, you know, capping the

Why this direction rather than capplng
Because we have had -- we have

Yes, well, first of all, the Maui County

22

Code requires that assessments be based on

23

market value.

24

requires that the assessments be tied into

25

market value,

So the Maui County Code currently

first.
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And then the capping assessments,

if we

2

were to start capping assessments, obviously

3

future assessments will not be based on market.

4

So that would not conform with the current Maui

5

County Code.

6

The Maui County Code does allow for the

7

fact that because assessments lncrease or

8

decrease, as the case may be, that the County

9

Council has the authority and the responsibility

10

to set the tax rates to ensure that the County

11

has sufficient funds for operations.

12

So as with other jurisdictions In the

13

State of Hawaii and the majority of

14

jurisdictions throughout the united States, the

15

fluctuation of the tax rates to get to overall

16

revenue for government operations is the

17

appropriate manner.

18

So it -- in this -- the flexibility of

19

this system is that, you know, the County of

20

Maui has ten different land classifications, so

21

it's really a philosophical decision if you

22

wanted to, say, afford greater relief to

23

different segments of the property class based

24

on the land classifications.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

And, you know,
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1

publications like Pacific Business News and Maui

2

News reported recently that, you know, sales

3

prices or the market is starting to show signs

4

of cooling.

5

your, I guess, coming up with your -- this

6

proposal, rate proposals?

Did that have any influence In

7

MR. YOUNG:

Oh, in terms of the rate proposals?

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Or -- or assessments as well?

Do you guys generally go by that, or

9

10

just pretty much go with some other type of

11

information?

12

MR. OKUMURA:

13

CHAIR KANE:

14

MR. OKUMURA:

Mr. Chair.
Please.
We -- we interpret the market.

We

15

don't make the market, create the market.

16

whatever the market is showing the value -- how

17

the values are going, we will use -- reflect

18

those figures.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

And timeshare, you

20

know, everybody else got a reduction, but

21

timeshare, you decided to stay flat.

22

comment on that?

23

MR. YOUNG:

So

Any

Well, as you can tell, when we evaluated

24

the rate and the distributing -- the

25

distributing of the tax rate cuts relative to
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1

how much the budget was, you know, the land

2

classifications were essentially prioritized and

3

there wasn't -- by the time we got down to the

4

timeshare classification, there wasn't

5

sufficient room to shave on the tax rate.

6

the proposal is not to reduce the timeshare.

7

is not to increase the timeshare rate either,

8

but it

9

lS

So

not to reduce the rate.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.

10
11

CHAIR KANE:

12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you, Chair.

Just to reconfirm, the Mayor's budget

13
14

revenue in regards to property tax and the

15

certified difference is about $353,000.

16

MR. YOUNG:

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Correct.
Kind of intrigued in

18

regards to the appeals.

19

projections for this year, the appeals portion

20

we are already removed in regards to coming up

21

with the 19 million or 100 -- yeah,

22

$19,000,625 -- $625,000 for the projected

23

revenue for '07.

24
25

It

In the certified

My question is as we go through the
appeal process, and let's say we -- we win some
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1

of these appeals, that would increase the

2

projected revenue for '07?

3
4

MR. YOUNG:

It will increase the actual revenues for

real property tax.

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

6

MR. YOUNG:

For '07.

And that has historically -- I believe

7

that is usually the norm,

in that we do collect

8

more real property tax than certified because of

9

values that have been sustained under appeal.
And also, getting back to actually what

10
11

Mr. Mateo was asking was that although these

12

values are under appeal, the law requires that

13

even while a property is moving through the

14

appeals process, the real property tax bill

15

still owed and must be paid at the due time.

lS

16

So you know, if an appeal is sustained

17

on the taxpayer's side, the County essentially

18

would have to refund or credit the amount that

19

has already been -- you know, the amount that

20

has been paid already.

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

24
25

Okay.

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you.

22
23

So -- yes.

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you, Chair.
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This is the first time that, in my

1

2

memory, that the certification has been less

3

than what was projected as revenue in the

4

budget.

5

3 million last year, and about the same the year

6

before, and then 5 million the year before that,

7

and I think as long as I

8

was different this year?

Usually it's been, I think about

can remember.

And it can't be the appeals.

9

So what

I

mean,

10

it's got to be something else that happened

11

whereby the

12

Department that provides the estimate to the

13

Mayor, and why was there not

14

like, 2, 3 million difference?

15

MR. YOUNG:

Yes.

the estimate for -- was it your

why isn't there,

Well, Ms. Tavares, I would say

16

that -- I can't speak for former Finance

17

Directors, but this year, myself and Mr. Okumura

18

did place a great deal of emphasis and focus to

19

tighten up the estimation process prior to

20

certification in that trying to move more

21

quickly from the close of the calendar year,

22

December 31st, 2005, until certification,

23

April 19th, to try and get as many of the

24

properties and the records on system so that

25

when we do these flash totals, that they are as
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1

close as possible to what certification

2

to be.

3

lS

going

So I -- I think the -- the Division was

4

successful In that regards because, you know,

5

when checking on these items weekly, there was a

6

lot of progress being made.

7

credit to the Division that they were able to do

8

this timely.

9

The drawback

lS,

So I think it

lS

a

you know, that I know

10

Council has been -- has had the flexibility that

11

there was a lot of additional revenue that came

12

through the projections at certification, and

13

that wasn't the case this year.

14

But I do point out, you know, the

15

increase in the number of the valuation amount

16

is something that, you know,

17

that's something we kind of guesstimate when we

18

do for the Mayor's.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

is an estimate, and

Mr. Chair, may I be permitted

20

to ask about the other revenues, too,

21

use the same methodology?

22

CHAIR KANE:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

if they

It ties in, yes.
Did you use the same

24

methodology when you projected for,

25

and licenses, and all those other revenue

like, TAT,
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sources?
MR. YOUNG:

Well -- yes, well,

for licenses, we do --

3

it's a little bit different in that we have to

4

look at previous year collections, and then we

5

also do a factoring in of collections in the

6

current year at that time, and then project what

7

we are going to get for the remaining of the

8

year.

9

So,

I like -- because that one is not

10

quite as computerized, if you will, there is a

11

lot more human element, and there's a lot more

12

of the discretion and -- or the evaluation,

13

guesstimate.

14

know, we try and estimate as close as possible.

15

But I like to think that, you

Where the TAT, that one we look very

16

strongly at what we project from year over year,

17

and then what is actually collected.

18

we have to estimate or look at what the current

19

visitor market looks like, and then we get a

20

sense from independent third-party economists,

21

such as Bank of Hawaii, American Savings Bank,

22

economists who provide some -- what they feel is

23

realistic to expect out of the market, and then

24

we do -- we do estimate, and that's what is

25

presented to the Mayor and to Council.

And then
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And there is a discussion because

1

2

future -- the future of the economy lS, you

3

know, is a -- is a prediction game, and

4

everybody has different predictions based on

5

different components.

6

is a -- really more of a discussion.

So you know, that -- that

7

And I know in the past, some Council has

8

had some, you know, different thoughts about how

9

much TAT the County will collect, different from

10

the Administration, and in -- we recognize that

11

it's really -- we are trying to predict what the

12

collection will be.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So would you say that your

14

prediction of the TAT is conservative?

15

saylng that one way is wrong or right.

16

MR. YOUNG:

Remember

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I am not

yes, yes.
It's just that we need to

18

know what basis, you know, those estimations

19

are

20

on, so we know in our work --

or on what these estimations are based

21

MR. YOUNG:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23
24
25

Yes.
-- how much flexibility we

may have or may not have.
MR. YOUNG:

Yes.

I -- I will speak frankly that the

TAT projection that's in FY '07 Budget is
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1

probably, knock on wood, going to be less than

2

our collection in FY '06.

3

we -- you know, we did collect more than we had

4

anticipated at the close of the calendar year.

5

So on that basis, in my opinion, the TAT

6

projection for FY '07 is conservative.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

MR. YOUNG:

9

Okay.

And that's because

Thank you -- oh --

Yeah, and I would say that if the second

half of the year collection on TAT, the actual,

10

is on trend with what we collected at the end

11

the calendar year, then than would confirm it.

12

But unfortunately, I will not -- you know, we

13

won't have that collection until after the

14

budget complete is concluded.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

July.

17

MR. YOUNG:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, in June something or

Yeah.
Thank you very much,

19

Mr. Chair.

20

can wait until the next round.

21
22
23
24
25

CHAIR KANE:

I did have another question, but I

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Mr. Carroll, we are discussing rates at
this time.
Ms. Anderson, you have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you.
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Could you possibly tell us, of the

1

2

assessed valuation, how much of that represents

3

newly developed properties on the tax roll?

4

MR. YOUNG:

5

that.

Let me check my notes, if I actually have

I'm -- I'm sorry, Ms. Anderson.

6

I

7

thought I had that in my notes, but I -- I don't

8

have it here.
I think that question was posed in an

9
10

inquiry from the Committee to my Department, and

11

I thought I recalled that I responded, but if

12

you can allow,

13

response, or I can look up that number, and get

14

it back to you.

15

I can either refer to that

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yeah,

I am just wondering if

16

staff would know if we've got a response on

17

that.
You are -- you are saylng that that was

18
19
20

asked earlier in the session?
MR. YOUNG:

I think -- I think you actually asked

21

that question at a previous session, and I -- I

22

thought -- to my recollection,

23

had -- we had submitted something.

24

and I -- I

25

top of my head.

I thought we
We may have

just can't recall that number off the
Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well,

I can't remember

2

asking it, so if -- if you haven't responded,

3

could you respond by Monday?

4

MR. YOUNG:

Sure.

Your question is for each of the

5

property classifications, what are the new

6

properties --

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

8

MR. YOUNG:

9

10

Yeah.

Like, so subdivided properties that

have -- yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yeah, and I think -

I -- I

11

do recall you saying the last time we discussed

12

this that any changes in ownership, whether it's

13

new property or just the change In ownership,

14

recording an increased sale, is

15

within two months; is that true?

16

not questioning your answer, before, but

17

MR. YOUNG:

is being done
I mean, I am

I know -- I know you did ask that

18

inquiry, because I know Lance and I

19

responded to that earlier this week.

20

to -- and at that -- your question at the last

21

Committee meeting, you referenced a news

22

article, which I had to confirm with -- look

23

the source from your office.

24
25

just
And we had

And as a result of that inquiry, I did
have the Real Property Tax Division contact the
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1

Bureau of Conveyances, because that was the root

2

of your question, to find out,

3

delay time.

4

reported as the delay at the State Bureau of

5

Conveyances was

6

particular section of the type of land

7

transactions, specifically those land

8

transactions that involve Land Court.

9

that's not -- that is not the majority of the

like, what is the

And it turns out that the 15 months

was related to a -- a

So -- and

10

transactions, but there are instances where the

11

Bureau is in fact 15 months behind at least

12

or at the most.
But I also wanted to point out that

13
14

there are -- that once the Bureau does record

15

its transactions, they are available for the

16

public.

17

the County.

18

to undertake our own process to actually grab

19

the data, do whatever evaluations we need to do,

20

and then have it put on system.

21

They are not transmitted directly to
So the County -- you know, we have

So, more clearly, my response of two

22

months was we actually get it done -- as soon as

23

it's, you know, available to us, we can get it

24

done within that two months time frame, but we

25

don't control when the -- when the State gets it
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Yeah.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yeah, and you know, the

3

reason I bring that up, Mr. Young, and -- and

4

Mr. Chair,

5

is because in other -- in some jurisdictions

6

and, you know,

7

we have got a ten-month lag,

8

this, but since you are saying it's just two

9

months,

10

I will only briefly dwell on this

if you were going to tell us that
I would pursue

I don't see any point at this point in

time to bring it up.
But there are jurisdictions that requlre

11

12

escrow offices at the close of a escrow to

13

forward a form to the County certifying the

14

sale, and they

15

tax rolls.

16

it is an immediate way to adjust your roll.

17

MR. YOUNG:

they use that to adjust their

So that's almost an immediate, and

Yes, Ms. Anderson.

I was -- I was just

18

conferring with Mr. Okumura if -- you know, if a

19

process like that would be, you know, high value

20

benefit to the County's processes.
Would you like to comment, Mr. Okumura.

21
22

MR. OKUMURA:

23

CHAIR KANE:

24

MR. OKUMURA:

25

Mr. Chair.
Yes.
In the

In the Mainland,

jurisdiction -- counties have their own bureau,
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1

recording bureau, and in Hawaii, it's

2

centralized with the State, so that's the

3

problem

4

what it is here.

5

that, each county has their own Bureau of

6

Conveyances.

7

I mean, not the problem, but that's
In -- in California, like

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yeah, but I am not talking

8

about recording with the Bureau.

I am talking

9

about just recording it with the tax rolls, and

10

cities within counties do that, whether or not

11

they have their own Bureau of Conveyances or

12

not.

13

discussion today.

But I don't think that's for our

The -- the one other question I have lS

14
15

can you explain why it could happen that

16

side-by-side parcels, all the same size, have a

17

range of valuation -- none of them are, you

18

know, properties that have gullies or any kind

19

of geographic anomaly; they are basically the

20

same type of property -- have a range In

21

valuation from 110,000 to 1.5 million as land

22

value?

23
24
25

MR. OKUMURA:

Mr. Chair.
If you can give me specific Tax Map

Keys, we can look it up, and I can provide an
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Other than that, it could be a,

1

explanation.

2

you know, a home exemption --

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

4

MR. OKUMURA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

This is land values.

Gross values?
Just the value of the

6

assessed -- the assessed value of the land.

7

nothing to do with the building.

8
9

10

MR. OKUMURA:

Okay.

Has

If you can give me a tax key, we

can look it up for you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

But, I mean -- and I will

11

give that to you, but off the top of your head,

12

lS

13

MR. OKUMURA:

there any reason why that should happen?
Not offhand.

--

if it's

the way you describe it, it should be

14

your

15

exactly the same.

16

look.

17

to correct it.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

--

It should be

So that's why we need to

If there's any evidence of that, we need

Okay.

I am going present

19

that to the Committee, Mr. Chair, to forward, so

20

everyone can see it.

21

CHAIR KANE:

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yes.

23

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

24

Is that the Karpovich?

Yes, okay_

No--

Okay.

So we

will get that forwarded.
Mr. Hokama.

25
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chairman, maybe for me to have

2

a good understanding of the, you know, the PITT

3

numbers, Mr. Okumura, when -- when I look at

4

your handout of today, with the certified

5

values, and then I go through your handout of

6

yesterday, the PITT counts don't -- don't kind

7

of match, match up.

8

you show a lot more change from the '06 numbers.

9

So, which one should we use as the most current

10
11

And in your handout today,

and accurate information, please?
MR. YOUNG:

I am sorry, Mr. Hokama.

What -- what

12

was -- what is the comparative handout you are

13

referring to?

14
15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

You know,

I am looking at

your -- you gave us the new one today.

16

MR. YOUNG:

Okay.

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Which is your net revenue

18

estimate.

19

yesterday's handout, when you gave us the

20

two-page, and on the last page, you gave us the

21

amount of PITTs or units within the ranges of

22

valuation, and then you have your total count.

23

MR. YOUNG:

And I was comparing that with the

I am sorry.

I am not familiar with the

24

handout from yesterday that you are referring

25

to.
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Chair Kane.
Was that -- did that originate from my

office?

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

5

MR. YOUNG:

6

CHAIR KANE:

7

8
9

Oh.
We are talking about that April 19th

from -- signed by
MR. YOUNG:

Oh, okay.

CHAIR KANE:

11

MR. YOUNG:

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

13

CHAIR KANE:

this is a -- In

That's the one, Mr. Hokama?
Okay.
It's

Under subject, there's

In the

parenthesis, at FN-05?

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

16

Thank you.

17

This is a -

response to an inquiry, the FN-05 response.

10

14

I see your signature, Slr.

CHAIR KANE:

That's the one, Chairman.

Member, two-page.

In the back, has what

18

looks like this.

19

your desk along with the certification

20

yesterday_

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

22

CHAIR KANE:

23
24
25

And I think this was put on

Right.

So these are the two documents that were

distributed yesterday.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yeah, and I am comparlng it

with the one we just received prior to the
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reconvenlng of the meeting, Chairman.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Members, so take a moment just to get

3
4

everybody acclimated to those documents, please.

5

Members, we need a brief recess,

just so

6

we can get those?

7

make sure everybody lS on the same page.

8

We will just take a very brief recess, subject

9

to the call of the Chair.

10

RECESS:

2:33 p.m.

11

RECONVENE:

2:38 p.m.

12

CHAIR KANE:

And we can do that just to
Okay.

(Gavel.)

(Gavel.) Members, thank you for that

13

brief recess.

14

got the paperwork that's being requested of you.

15

Hopefully, everybody has that.

16

April 19th, subject Fiscal Year '07 Budget, in

17

parentheses, FN-05 for Budget and Finance Item

18

No.1.

19
20
21
22

I wanted to make sure everybody

It is the

Mr. Hokama, you have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you for that recess,

Mr. Chairman.
So off of the certified handout,

23

Mr. Chairman, it -- which is what we are gOlng

24

to be basing our property tax revenue off of,

25

since this is the certified values from the
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1

Department, it shows that we -- we basically had

2

an additional 1,985 -- I should say that's the

3

number we have, 1,985 new parcels, I guess, is

4

the right word, or PITTs, Mr. Okumura.

5

out of that amount, 1,052 was

6

homeowner's classification.
So I

7

And that

- is in the

just wish to note that, that over

8

last year, 1,052 more units or PITTs has been

9

recorded and is now part of the revenue stream.
But why I bring that up, Mr. Chairman,

10
11

is that I am trying to get a good sense that

12

when we look at Mr. Young's -- or when we look

13

at Mr. Young's transmittal of yesterday, which

14

on the part of the subject line is the FN-05,

15

you know, he shows -- he informs us that in the

16

pre-certified numbers, there was 1,586 homeowner

17

units or PITTs that lost value, under the

18

category less than zero percent change in

19

assessed value.

20

show from zero to ten, up to more than

21

50 percent.

22

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

And then they go and

Everybody In the same place now?

23

Everybody on the back of that?

24

Thank you.

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay, Members.

I think what would be helpful
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1

for us,

I think your staff is well aware and I

2

think they have had communications with the

3

Department, homeowner is given -

4

in a net valuation process when everything

5

else

6

values.

well, last year we had in the gross

So for me,

7

is given to us

I am having a hard time

8

matching up same to same, or apple to apple, and

9

I would hope the Department can help us get that

10

squared away so that when we enter decision

11

making, possibly as early as Monday, we will be

12

able to work off good information, Mr. Director.

13

MR. YOUNG:

Yes, Mr. Hokama.

Committee staff has

14

already discussed the presentation of the values

15

on -- at a gross level, so -- for the homeowner

16

classification.

17

Division lS -- you know,

18

the task to re-present the numbers at the gross

19

level.

20

before Monday.

21

So the Real Property Tax
is going to undertake

So we are going to try and get it to you

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So it -- it appears that a
okay.

Let me take that

22

little bit more than

23

back.

24

category, if -- if the valuation side is -- is

25

still pretty much accurate, what would give that

Maybe 5 percent of the homeowner's
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1

many property a decrease of value?

I mean, what

2

would be one of the common factors that go

3

through this 1,586 PITTs, you know, because

4

everything that we

5

news, you read in the paper, it's about

6

increased value, increased value.

7

have shown to us of various valuations that

8

approximately they are -- one, two, three,

9

four -- you know,

you know, you hear In the

And yet, you

4,500 parcels that had

10

20 percent or less valuation, and some went

11

below zero percent.
So, can you glve us some comments or

12
13

factors that can make -- help us understand

14

these -- these numbers?

15

MR. OKUMURA:

Mr. Chair.
Well, the net effect of the home

16
17

exemption, increasing to 200,000 across the

18

board, had some effect on the value.

19

individual neighborhood is analyzed separately.

20

So it averages out increases, but not all

21

neighborhoods.

22

MR. YOUNG:

And each

And I would also add that not all

23

properties in the County of Maui, you know, had

24

experienced increased valuation.

25

them have experienced

And not all of

you know, as -- as not
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1

all properties experience the same level of

2

increase or decreased valuation, not all of them

3

are going to experience increased valuation.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Is this specific pocket areas

5

of -- of the County that realizes this?

Let's

6

say, one section of this island, or my island,

7

or Mr. Mateo's island, because let's say no

8

sales were generated over the year or whatever,

9

for whatever reason, that pocket would -- would
not have the valuation

10

be pretty much

11

increases that we see in others that have rapid

12

real estate transactions?

13

factor?

14

MR. YOUNG:

That would be a major

I -- I couldn't say whether it's --

15

whether it's major or not, but, you know,

16

my understanding, what I have looked at the

17

data, there are pockets or areas throughout the

18

County that don't experience a lot of valuation

19

increase.

20

On the island of Molokai,

from

for instance,

21

there are areas that I know last year actually

22

saw a decrease in valuation.

23

comment on whether it is because of lack of

24

sales or, you know, or people are starting to

25

sell their properties last year for less than

And I cannot
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1

the assessed values, and that -- the comparable

2

sale factor goes in.

Yeah.

3

Maybe Mr. Okumura can add.

No -- yeah.

4

We cannot make a -- we wouldn't be able

5

to say that the -- that the bulk reason for, you

6

know,

7

because of a lack of sales, or if it's relegated

8

only to specific areas, and that's the

9

historical nature, you know,

less -- a decline in property valuation is

like Lanai will

10

always be depressed in terms -- or will lag a

11

different neighborhood on Maui island in terms

12

of increased valuation or valuations period.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And I am glad you brought up

14

the exemption because that was our intent, was

15

to provide tax relief to -- to a section of our

16

community that we believed that was very

17

deserving, and we specifically -- I guess we

18

made specific decisions to provide that specific

19

relief.

20

MR. YOUNG:

Correct.

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yes.
So I would say that, then, the

22

target of the lower value properties that has to

23

go against the high value properties from this,

24

I would say that shows,

25

success because we have been able to provide

for me, a degree of
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Would you agree with my assessment or my
understanding?
MR. YOUNG:

I -- I do agree, Mr. Hokama, and the

5

Administration does agree that the -- that the

6

targeted efforts of the homeowner's --

7

specifically of the homeowner's exemption for

8

what it does to the home-owning population on

9

Maui, by increasing it, there has been a level

10

of success.

11

the count numbers, you know,

12

say that the -- that the net effect, homeowner's

13

exemption is helping 1,052 more households than

14

it did in the previous year.

15
16
17

And, you know, by looking at these,

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much,

Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

18

Mr. Mateo.

19

Mr. Molina.

20

Pontanilla.

21

Ms. Tavares.

22

I would venture to

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

The question I

23

wanted to ask -- and I don't know if this is

24

premature, Mr. Chair, or if we are going to save

25

that for later.

Do we have this -- and I am
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1

referring to the landscape chart -- do we have

2

this available so that we can insert different

3

numbers and see what the resulting impact might

4

be?

5

other than what

6

MR. YOUNG:

Let's say, if we changed -- changed rates
lS

represented here?

Yes, well -- and the reason,

if you

7

wanted to do it the old-fashioned way, like me,

8

with my handy-dandy calculator, you know, the

9

values are presented here, and you could -- you

10

could do it.
I have created this worksheet in Excel,

11
12

Microsoft Excel, so the calculation, you know,

13

you could do it exactly how I have done it,

14

which is to, you know, you can change various

15

rates, and then instantaneously see the overall

16

net bottom-line value.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

MR. YOUNG:

Right.

This Excel worksheet, because it is a

19

work product out of my office,

20

submitted it electronically to the Committee

21

staff, but I have no problem with making it

22

available and providing it to the staff should

23

the Committee want to utilize it.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

I haven't

My other question is

as you were exploring different rates -- I will
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1

put that it way -- did you or were you ever

2

considering exploring the rates such that there

3

would be no more than 3 percent increase in

4

revenue,

5

MR. YOUNG:

for example?

No.

Because when the -- the real

6

property tax revenue, we needed -- we used it to

7

balance the overall budget after prior -- after

8

all the projects were prioritized and evaluated.

9

So the budget wasn't constructed in a way that

10

would say if real property tax only was

11

increased by 3 percent, then what projects would

12

we do.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MR. YOUNG:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

information.

17

Okay.

Yeah.

Mr. Chair,

Thank you for that

lS

that something that our

18

staff would want to have emailed to them or

19

something, the spreadsheet?

20

CHAIR KANE:

21

MR. TAGUCHI:

Mr. Taguchi.
Chair Kane, we do have a form that we

22

utilize, but we can -- we'd be more than happy

23

to receive that spreadsheet and take a look at

24

the flexibility within that spreadsheet versus

25

the spreadsheet we currently have.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

CHAIR KANE:

3
4

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll.

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

Thank you.

Ms. -- excuse me,
Ms. Anderson, questions?
Yeah, I would like to have

5

the opportunity to use that Excel spreadsheet,

6

too, so if you forward it to them, they can

7

forward it to us so that we all have the chance

8

to utilize it?

9

MR. YOUNG:

Sure.

I will -- I will forward it and

10

make it available, whichever way the Chair feels

11

appropriate or most expedient.

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

CHAIR KANE:

14

Okay.

Thank you.

Ms. Anderson, we will make sure it gets

to all the Members once we receive it.

15

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you.

Thank you.
You know,

I don't want to

18

tie the Committee up in details, but I think

19

that this is such a pressing issue for everybody

20

in the County of Maui that it just begs that we

21

discuss this in some form of detail, that people

22

can understand as it relates to them.

23

Because, you know, we can talk about

24

this on spreadsheets and these grand numbers and

25

how it affects our ability to, you know, expand
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1

county government and the abilities we -- we

2

have,

3

more money.

from these increased revenues, to spend

But the bottom line of it is it's all

4
5

comlng out of the pockets of our residents.

6

so I

7

need to give some weight to that, and we need to

8

recognize that on that level.

think we need to give some, you know -- we

And so In order to do that,

9

I

am going

10

to bring up a couple of examples.

11

mentioned one and -- and during the break,

12

passed out that sheet to you, and I

13

an immediate response.
But Mr. Okumura, I

14
15

And

And I

already

don't expect

think, have -- have

you had a chance to look at it?
And the reason

16

the reason I bring

this up, Mr. Chairman, lS that, as I

18

I

19

going to be faced with a possible referendum on

20

the -- on the ballot this year if the Council

21

doesn't do something that addresses the

22

escalating values of property and the escalating

23

effect it has on our residents and our business

24

people.

25

Mr. Chairman.

am just going to name it.

So that's why I

said

and

17

You know, we are

am bringing this up,
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And just to give you one example,

1

2

property on Front Street owned by the -- pardon

3

me --

4

CHAIR KANE:

Ichiki.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

-- Ichiki family, which have

6

owned this property for a long time.

And their

7

land valuation went up a million dollars from

8

'04 to '05, and went up $4 million from '05 to

9

'06.

And of course that means that their

10

should the tax rate remain the same, that means

11

that their tax from '05 of $15,500

12

be $43,500 for '06.

13

increase, and what

14

You know, you have to look at the consequence of

15

that.

lS

going to

That is a huge rate
lS

the ripple effect of that?

And so that's why I think that the --

16
17

the -- the goal that the COMET group has

18

something very important that we need to really

19

seriously consider because are we going to just

20

tax our local community right off this island,

21

or are we going to address it before that

22

happens?

23

And you know,

lS

I appreciate the question

24

Ms. Tavares asked about, you know, calculating a

25

3 percent increase.

What would the results of
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1

that have been?

Because that might, you know,

2

forestall something that could irrevocably

3

affect how we operate this County in the future,

4

should a referendum appear on the ballot and

5

pass.
Do you want to

6

- you know,

I mean,

I

7

know that you are just using a -- a set formula,

8

at least you told us this, that gets punched

9

into a computer, and whatever it spits out is

10

what goes on the bill.

11

wondering if -- if -- if you have considered

12

these things I have just mentioned in developing

13

these assessed values and these rates.

14

you like to address that?

15

my point.

16

MR. YOUNG:

And so I am just

Would

I think I have made

Well, you know, Ms. Anderson,

I would say

17

that, you know, personally,

I do agree with you

18

on a lot of points that for individual

19

taxpayers, myself included, because I pay taxes,

20

you know, property taxes here on Maui as well,

21

increasing property assessments and property

22

values, you know, affect me just like I am sure

23

they affect other property owners and maybe to a

24

larger extent for others than some other people.

25

But the Maui County Code doesn't afford,
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1

you know, afford me or the Real Property Tax

2

Division this level of discretion for individual

3

properties.

4

you know

5

bit more flexibility that the -- that the

6

Division could show.

So, you know, if it were afforded,
you know, there might be a little

The valuations are determined on a --

7
8

you know, we interpret the market value, and

9

they're determined through various components,

10

and they are produced through a computerized

11

formula.

12

There is some, you know, human

13

evaluation to make sure that individual

14

properties where anomalies may occur, you know,

15

perhaps one of the ones you have mentioned might

16

in fact be an anomaly, and that's where the

17

individual assessors can go back and look at

18

if -- if those particular properties, why

19

they -- they fallout,

20

inappropriate or such.

21

or if they are

But to the extent that the law requires

22

that the Division establish fair and equitable

23

valuations to assess the

to evaluate and

24

assess the market, there

there just is not

25

that level of discretion to handle on the
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individual property levels right now.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well, you know,

I appreciate

3

that, Mr. Young, but there's nothing stopping

4

your office, this Administration to seriously

5

consider the -- the spiral, the escalating

6

spiral that we are on, and, you know, some may

7

say that it will slow down, and it may even, you

8

know, go downward.

9

long will that take?

10

Hopefully, it will.

But how

I am talking about, you know, people's

11

livelihoods and -- and how this is affecting

12

them right now, today.

13

And you know, the Council is open to all

14

recommendations.

15

recommendations, and -- and just because there

16

is, you know, a provision in the Code right now

17

that prevents you from looking at or from

18

presenting to us a different formula, that

19

doesn't mean that you couldn't explore a

20

different formula and give us a recommendation

21

because, you know, with or without your

22

recommendation, the Council can change the Code.

The Council is open to all

23

So I am just asking if you have given

24

any of this consideration, or if you are just

25

pleased with the way it is, and -- and you don't
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see any other options.
MR. YOUNG:

I would not say that we don't see any

3

other options because, you know,

4

discussed the issue with the Mayor and the

5

Administration, and, you know, we are looking at

6

a number of areas that -- from the perspective

7

of tax, on the tax relief side.

8

I am drawing that as a distinction between

9

reform.

10

I have

And that -- and

The counterproposal that you mentioned

11

earlier, in my opinion, would -- is more of a

12

reform issue in that the entire -- the way the

13

assessment system works would be changed, and,

14

you know, we did look at that

15

possibility, and, you know,

16

that, thus far,

17

Administration standpoint,

18

supporting where we want to get to for

19

assessment reform.

20

that

I would have to say

where we are,

from an

is short of

And there's a number of reasons.

But

21

right now, the biggest flexibility that is

22

available to the Administration and to the

23

Council in terms of addressing these increasing

24

property values is the tax bill and that,

25

therefore, is the tax rate.
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And so I think this is -- Ms. Tavares'

1

2

point

lS

well pointedly taken is that if -- you

3

know,

if the Councilor the Administration

4

wanted to limit the tax bill, if you were to say

5

that real property tax revenue should be limited

6

to no more than 3 percent increase, the question

7

will be can County operate with a 3 percent

8

increase in real property tax revenue.
And we haven't really looked at -

9

to

10

that far of the cuts, because I think as Council

11

has recognized already, there are a number of

12

projects that are not presented in the budget,

13

which I think some of the Members feel should

14

be, and for whatever reasons, they are not in

15

there.

If we had wanted to include them, given

16

what

presented in the budget, you know, would

17

have required additional revenues elsewhere.

18

lS

So all I can say

lS

that right now, we

19

are looking at the tax rate reduction as being

20

the method to reduce the tax liability to the

21

populous.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So would you say, then --

23

just one more question, Mr. Chair -- that the

24

23 percent increase -- you know,

25

you say it, I heard the Mayor say it, it was in

I mean,
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1

the paper, that there's going to be no increase

2

in real property tax in each person's

3

pocketbook.

There might be some changes, but --

4

MR. YOUNG:

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

6

MR. YOUNG:

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

8
9

For the homeowners.

For the homeowners.

MR. YOUNG:

Correct.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

11

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Mr. Hokama, more questions?

12
13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

CHAIR KANE:

16

So the 23 percent increase

overall is from all the other categories?

10

15

Pardon me?

No, thank you.

Members?
Yes, Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair,

I didn't

17

realize that you were allowing us to actually

18

get into the discussion and debate about real

19

property taxes, and the rates, and whatever

20

presented here.

21

information on how they arrived at whatever they

22

arrived at.

23

lS

I thought this was just

And I don't want the people who are

24

watching this proceeding to interpret our not

25

asking questions and things as -- as an
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1

indication that we are disinterested in this

2

whole affair.

3

If I understand the process correctly

4

and you can correct me if I'm wrong -- we are

5

here to get information from the Department as

6

to how they arrived at the chart that was

7

presented to us in figuring out the certified

8

real property taxes and what that impact is in

9

our budget reflected as revenues.
I asked about getting the spreadsheet

10
11

because I think before we get into -- or as we

12

get into deliberations, that that is the time

13

for us to figure out what it is we want out of

14

this, and by adjusting the tax rates at each

15

category, we can effect whatever change it is

16

that we want.

17

next week Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday or whenever

18

it's scheduled -- well, Monday it starts.

19

presume we will start with revenues, but I don't

20

know.

And when we do this, which is

21

CHAIR KANE:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I

You are correct.
But that's the time that I

23

think that we should be presenting whatever it

24

is that we want and giving the justifications

25

for our proposals.
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You know, and please -- please forgive

2

me, you know.

3

who have been here for many years.

4

them, or I think the only one ten years in here.

5

And there are other Members with not as many

6

years experience, and this process

7

hard to understand how we do it.

There are members on this Council
I as one of

lS

a little

8

But what I am concerned about

9

perception, as people watch these proceedings,

lS

the

10

that because a number of us never ask a question

11

or ask very few questions, that we don't care.

12

That's not what this part of the budget process

13

is about.

14

information so that when we formulate our

15

version of the budget, that we can justify what

16

it is, and that takes place starting next

17

Monday.

It's merely asking questions to get

So I -- you know,

18

I am just saying that

19

because I am a little concerned that -- that

20

people may get the wrong impression of what's

21

happening here on this floor.

22

indicative of any Member's concern about the

23

budget, particularly about these tax -- the

24

taxes.

25

We have voiced a concern in the past and will

And it is not

I think we are all concerned about it.
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1

continue to voice our concerns until this

2

somehow resolved.

lS

Right now, what is available to us to

3
4

resolve is the tax rate.

That's in our purview.

5

The assessment is something that has to be

6

worked on and it needs a Code change if we are

7

going to go into another way that we do

8

valuations.

9

time.

And that will take considerable

And some people have started working on
in your Committee, Mr. Chair,

10

this, and I know,

11

there -- there is this subject.
So please, you know,

12

let us -- let us

13

continue on in a way that we are getting the

14

right ideas back out to the -- or the

15

perception, as I said, back out to the public,

16

who is watching or going to read about the

17

proceedings.

18

you, Chair.

19
20
21

CHAIR KANE:

And I will just stop there.

Thank you, Ms. Tavares,

Thank

for your

comments.
Any additional questions or comments

22

before the Chair makes -- well, you know what,

23

will say something now just so the Members,

24

Administration, and the public is clear.

25

We are still in the
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1

gathering-information mode.

That's why we went

2

out into the community, and that's why we are

3

meeting with the Departments.
So Members, I know this is redundant to

4

5

you, but this is for the public who may be

6

watching or paying attention to what we are

7

doing, and this has been going on daily and

8

weeks now.
We have just received the certification;

9

by Charter -- excuse me it

10

by Code

11

required that we receive this, and it was

12

received yesterday, so we are going over it

13

today, which is certifying how much money we are

14

receiving through taxes based on the

15

classifications.

lS

Today what we are doing is we are

16
17

discussing with Finance how they arrived at

18

their conclusions on their tax rates, which

19

to reiterate what Member Tavares has just said.

lS

The next phase of this body's function

20

going to come via our deliberations through

21

lS

22

our proposals and our additions, deletions,

23

amendments, to the proposal that we have before

24

us, and that's going to start taking place next

25

week Monday, beginning at 10:30 in this Chamber.
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Again, Members, all know that this is

2

for the public's information.

3

are gOlng to start agreeing, disagreeing,

4

debating, having the discussions on where we are

5

going end up with capital improvement,

6

operations, revenue, which is what we are

7

talking about now, which is just one part of the

8

big picture.

9

10
11

That's when we

So, Ms. Tavares, you are correct In your
assessment.
And if there is a perception that

12

something is happening now that is not supposed

13

to happen, keep in mind that the official action

14

doesn't happen until May, the month of May.

15

That's when we actually do the formal vote,

16

which is an official action of the Council, not

17

the Committee but the Council, and that's under

18

the chairmanship of Council Chair Hokama.

19

So for the public, we are in a process,

20

and we are smack-dab in the middle of it right

21

now, and we haven't begun to make any sort of

22

formal recommendations.

23

everybody is clear, especially the public, on

24

where we are at.

25

Okay.

So,

just so

Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

2

You know,

Thank you, Chair.
I am not -- I am not trying to
to state a

3

deliberate.

4

position.

5

the people who are here representing our tax

6

office.

7

deliberate, they won't be here.

8

am asking the questions and presenting the

9

information that I am concerned with today,

10

I am not trying to

I am trying to get information from

So, you know, next week, when we
So that's why I

Mr. Chairman.
And, you know, as the junior member on

11
12

this -- on this body,

13

things to learn and that the budget process

14

is -- is an evolving thing,

15

say that I don't think I am wasting anybody's

16

time by bringing up these issues.

17

bring them up today because we have them here to

18

hear the concerns and -- and perhaps offer some

19

suggestions.

I still have

and -- but I must

And -- and I

So that's all I have to say.

20
21

I admit,

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

Thank you.

And I hope you

22

understand that the Chair has allowed you to

23

proceed with your questions.

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

I appreciate it, Mr. Chair.

Any further questions, Members,
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In this area?
We have with us, again, the Finance

2
3

Director, Budget Director, as well as

4

Mr. Okumura,

5

additional questions, Members?

6

Members --

from the tax office.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

8

CHAIR KANE:

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Any

Hearing none,

Chair.

Yes, Ms. Anderson.
I would just like a

10

confirmation that Mr. Okumura could get back to

11

us the first of next week with this letter that

12

we passed out to everyone that has very

13

descriptive, right down to tax maps, shouldn't

14

take a whole lot of time to -- to give us some

15

clarification on why there's these anomalies.

16

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Anderson, Mr. Okumura is in -- has

17

informed the Chair that he's going to try and

18

get that to us on or before, Monday.

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

20

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Thank you very much.

21

He is gOlng to try his best to do that.

22

Any further questions or comments at

23

this point, Members, before we take our

24

afternoon recess, and then we can determine

25

where we go from here?

Okay, Members?
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Hearing none, time now is 3:10.

1

2

take a recess until 3:25, Members.

3

Committee stands In recess.

4

RECESS:

3:10 p.m.

5

RECONVENE:

3:30 p.m.

6

CHAIR KANE:

We will

3:25.

(Gavel.)

(Gavel.) Thank you, Members.

We are

7

reconvened.

8

and Finance Committee meeting.

9

wrapped up our rates and fees discussion,

This is the April 20th, 2006 Budget
We have just

10

Members, and I have been informed that Members

11

are comfortable with the proposals that we have

12

received throughout the Departments, and that

13

there are no further requests to bring forward

14

any of the other Departments or Divisions for

15

further questions.

16

with the proposal -- with the information that

17

we have already received.

And so we will be working

Members, that wraps it up, at this

18
19

point.

20

opportunity to make any sort of comments or have

21

any overriding questions that you need to get

22

responded to.

23

to try and address those questions.

24
25

I want to provide each of you with an

We have our Budget Director here

And also, if you have any statement that
you would like to make,

I think now is the time
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1

before we adjourn for this afternoon, with the

2

intent that we will be picking up on Monday

3

morning at 10:30, and that's where we are going

4

to start our discussion on deliberations of the

5

proposal, and our

whatever proposals we have

6

to put forward to

to discuss.

7

I think all of you are aware of -- of the

8

parameters for that.
We will start from one side and work

9

10

right down to the other, Members.
Ms. Tavares, do you have any comments?

11
12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR KANE:

No.

Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla?

14
15

And that's

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair,

just one

16

comment.

17

Police Department in regards to their plans

18

should we not approve the $4.5 million for

19

vehicle purchase.

20
21

CHAIR KANE:

I don't know if we had written to the

Let's give Mr. Taguchi an opportunity to

respond.

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23

CHAIR KANE:

24

MR. TAGUCHI:

25

Okay.

Mr. Taguchi.
Chair Kane,

I believe the Budget

Director's office had a preliminary response
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1

which we communicated should be transmitted to

2

us as soon as possible.

3

response is coming to the Budget Director, but

4

in -- I guess in the short answer, is that that

5

should be coming to you shortly.

I believe the final

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

7

MR. GINOZA:

May I, Mr. Chair.

8

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Ginoza.

9

MR. GINOZA:

I saw the proposal.

It is a partial

10

response, but they were trying to address the

11

issue that you brought up.

12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

13

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Anything further,

14

Mr. Pontanilla?

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17
18

Okay.

Thank you.

No.

Thank you.

Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you, Chair, and

19

thank you for the time.

I just wanted to get

20

a -- refresh our memories from the comment

21

statement you made last night with regards to

22

our proposals that's to be turned in tomorrow,

23

April 21st.

24

that we want to add on or delete; smaller items,

25

I guess those can basically wait until Monday?

This is more the big-ticket items
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1

If that's the case, definitely, my staff

2

and I would appreciate the time that we can work

3

on those matters.

4
5

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

And I will just provide some

reiteration of what was stated last night.

6

First, if you -- your request can follow

7

the format of the budget bill as it's presented.

8

That way, as far as the order of things, the

9

sequence, it helps for us to work with all of

10

the proposals so we can incorporate as smooth as

11

possible to get that accomplished.
We would like to have you give us as

12
13

as complete as possible a proposal; however, if

14

you are unable to complete the proposal, then it

15

falls into play what I described last night; try

16

to get the bigger items in because the small

17

you know, we shouldn't have to sweat the small

18

stuff at the beginning.

19

with those adjustments towards -- you know, soon

20

after that deadline.

21

complete proposal in, and the smaller things,

22

try to get them in as soon as you can.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

Okay.

questions?

We will -- we will deal

So do your best to get a

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo, any comments or

Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chair,

just a few comments,

please, Chairman.

4

One, for me, Mr. Chairman,

5

you this has been one of the harder budget

6

years, as this is my eighth budget.

7

course,

8

on her tenth budget with us.

9

I can tell

And of

I recognlze our -- our colleague who is

But I would just say that I would ask

10

you and the rest of the Committee to -- to

11

consider the remaining Fiscal Year '06 budget

12

amendments, that that be considered undoable for

13

this current budget year, and that we look at

14

those funds to be part of the Carryover/Savings

15

for the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget for the

16

Committee's and you, Mr. Chair's use,

17

considerations.

18

for their

I say it lS a difficult year because I

19

have never seen requests corne up to the last day

20

of operations and information gathering.

21

I will state, since we are on the record

22

and I have agreed to broadcast, that there's

23

more requests than money.

24

So I will -- obviously, not everyone will be

25

happy depending on which side of the decision

And that's just fact.
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they end up on.

2

Second, Mr. Chairman, you know that I

3

have a concern regarding the HR Payroll, and

4

that is within the Department of Management.

5

But I believe my concerns can wait since you

6

still have a specific budget item under BF for

7

HR Payroll.

8

concerns continue, that we have a vehicle to

9

bring forward representatives and bring up the

I am satisfied that should the

10

issue again for Committee review.

11

quite satisfied at this point regarding the

12

budget.

13

So I

I

am

And I will state to my colleagues and

14

you, Mr. Chairman, that I

15

real property revenue reduction, which means,

16

Members, I

17

$20 million in cuts because I don't think we can

18

sustain the budget proposal.

19

to the specific issues,

20

my

21

am still looking at

am cutting, and I

I

am looking over at

And when we come

will be happy to share

my thoughts and positions.
And I know not everyone will agree,

22

Mr. Chairman, and that's fine.

But I think it's

23

healthy, and I

24

so that those that may have different points can

25

also give their best arguments on -- on a

just wish to be up front about it
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1

different point of Vlew.

2

opportunity this afternoon, Mr. Chairman.

3

you.

4

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I have no comments,

7

Mr. Chair, but I

8

Mr. Pontanilla's question.

9

the regards to the vehicle, the take-home

10

Thank

Ms. Anderson, questions or comments?

5
6

So I appreciate my

just want clarification on
Is -- was that In

vehicle program?

11

CHAIR KANE:

That is correct.

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.

So we'll -- as soon as we get that, we

14

will make sure that we get it to the offices,

15

Members.

16

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And I know we are waiting

17

for a lot of responses tomorrow, too.

18

have an assurance from the Budget Director that

19

we will be getting those responses?

20

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Chair,

So do we

I assure you, there's a

21

lot -- there's a lot on my desk that went

22

through today.

23

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Mr. Carroll, any questions or comments
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1

before we adjourn for this afternoon?

2

very much.
Ms. Tavares.

3
4
5

Thank you

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I am sorry.

I do have a

comment -- not a comment, a question.
When we submit the proposals, if there

6

7

are any or more than -- one or more additions or

8

subtractions in the very same area, will your

9

proposal show everyone's proposal?
Let's say there's Organization XYZ

10
11

that's in the budget for 200,000, and maybe I

12

propose deleting 50,000, and Mr. Pontanilla

13

proposes adding 50,000, and so on,

14

Will all of those show on your proposal?

15

will you be picking and choosing, as the Chair,

16

which ones you want to put forth as your budget

17

proposal?

18
19

CHAIR KANE:

Frankly, Ms. Tavares,

so forth.
Or

I am not prepared

to respond to that level of detail.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

What we tried to do last year, and we

22

are going to try as much as possible to be

23

similar to that, lS because your Chair is up

24

here and has -- doesn't have the opportunities

25

pretty much that you folks have, the proposal
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1

that comes forward will be a starting point and

2

will reflect a number of things.

3

If it's something that your Chair is

4

supportive of, and may have only one other

5

Member that has support for that,

6

not be on the proposal; however, on the other

7

side of the coin, if it's something that your

8

Chair doesn't agree with but I receive proposals

9

from a majority of the Members that want to see

it mayor may

10

that there, whether it is an add or a delete,

11

opposite of the Chair's thought,

12

into the proposal.

13

In other words,

it will be put

it's not -- I am not

14

gOlng to stand in the way of what a majority of

15

the Members want to see.

16

saylng it that way is because I think we need to

17

have a starting point where we can have the

18

least amount of controversy or -- or

19

disagreement.

And the reason I am

20

I think we can -- for the Chair,

I can

21

move pretty much understanding that if there's a

22

majority of Members that want something that I

23

don't personally like,

24

but I am not going to stand in the way of having

25

it put forward as a recommendation by the body.

I will make my comments,
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

So I'll -- I'll leave it at that.

3

then as far as even more detail, you know,

4

something that we are gOlng to be working

5

through the weekend, trying to, you know,

6

compile as -- as I am sure you folks can

7

understand.

it's

And I will be more than happy to

8
9

And

communicate with you, you know,

just to

10

understand where you are going versus what I am

11

doing, and I don't mean to draw any conclusions

12

from it, but just so we can understand each

13

other, you know, what the request lS.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR KANE:

16

Yeah.

Thank you.

And -- and I am sorry if it's not

as much as you were looking for.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

CHAIR KANE:

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

That's good.

Ms. Anderson?
Yeah.

You know, as Chair,

20

you have the purview to give us a recommendation

21

based on what all of us submit to you.

22

light of the fact that we all have an equal

23

vote, and -- and we may not all represent the

24

same constituency, I think it would only be fair

25

to submit our proposals to you, give a copy to
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1

each Member, so every Member knows what each

2

Member's areas of concern are.

3

on your recommendation or not, at least we know

4

what each Member has as an area of concern.

5

CHAIR KANE:

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

7

CHAIR KANE:

Whether they get

Can I comment on that?
Yeah.

My comment would be that I don't think

8

it would be fair to tax the Committee's staff

9

with collating everybody's personal proposals as

10

far as -- what I would say is if you are

11

interested in seeing nine different proposals,

12

then I would ask you to communicate with your

13

Members that you are interested to see theirs.

14

It's difficult.

15

because of time and because of resources for us

16

to be able to do that type of request,

17

Ms. Anderson.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

It's -- it's prohibitive

Well, with all due respect,

19

Mr. Chair, it's a matter of going to the Xerox

20

machine and pushing the button nine -- for nine

21

coples.

22

And you know, we are all about open government

23

here, and --

I don't see how that's prohibitive.

24

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Well

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

frankly,

I would like
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1

to -- I would like everyone to see what my

2

requests are, and I would like to see what

3

everybody else's requests are.

4

CHAIR KANE:

We will work with you, Ms. Anderson.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR KANE:

Chair.

It's unfortunate you would suggest that

7

we are trying to close government, but that's

8

not the issue at all.

9

get beyond that right now.
Ms. Tavares.

10
11

But we will -- we will

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair,

I think in the

12

past,

it has been the practice that, as we put

13

forth our proposals, that's in narrative form or

14

whatever, not -- when we -- not using the

15

when we are not using the spreadsheet, is that

16

we have,

17

other Members, and we have done it ourselves.

as a courtesy,

sent our proposals to

I know that that's been happening, and

18
19

so I don't see a problem with -- with us

20

doing -- continuing that.

21

force anybody to do it, but I think it's been

22

pretty much a practice of this Council to do

23

that.

24
25

CHAIR KANE:

But not having to

And that's what we are trying to --

that's -- I am just trying to continue that
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practice.

2

But you know, Member -- Member Anderson,

3

I am sorry that you feel like we are trying to

4

do something different and close government.

5

That's not the intent at all.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

7

CHAIR KANE:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

10
11

Chair, excuse me.

Yes, Ms. Anderson.
You just said that it would

be too burdensome on the Committee to -- to
distribute everybody's proposal.
CHAIR KANE:

No, you are misunderstanding,

12

Ms. Anderson.

13

what we have always done.

14

that's going to be before you as a starting

15

point is going to be the Chair's proposal.

16

We are going to continue doing

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

But the proposal

I understand that.

I am

17

just asking that everybody share what they send

18

to you so we all are on the same page.

19

CHAIR KANE:

And I already responded, Ms. Anderson.

20

We are going to work with you to get that

21

accomplished.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

23

CHAIR KANE:

24
25

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll, anything else?

I am sorry.

Thank you.
Okay.

Members, thank you very much.
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1

Lot of work ahead of us, now the hard part

2

begins.

3

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

(excused:

5

ACTION:

6
7

DEFER pending further

discussion.

8

9

10
11

CHAIR KANE:

This meeting for April 20th

adjourned.

lS

(Gavel.)

3:45 p.m.

ADJOURN:

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

I, CHARI L. POSSELL, Certified Shorthand

2
3

Reporter, State of Hawaii, do hereby certify

4

that the proceedings were taken down by me in

5

machine shorthand and were thereafter reduced to

6

typewriting under my supervision; that the

7

foregoing represents, to the best of my ability,

8

a true and correct transcript of the proceedings

9

had in the foregoing matter.
I further certify that I am not attorney

10
11

for any of the parties hereto, nor in any way

12

concerned with the cause.
DATED this 8th day of May, 2006.
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